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CHAPTER FIVE
Collins Before the Woman: “Fighting to Get On”

From the outset of his career, Wilkie Collins was preoccupied with what the public
wanted to read, and what the public wanted to buy. A letter to Richard Henry Dana in
January of 1849 illustrates just how watchful of the book market Collins was during
his earliest writing years:
All literary London is now astir . . . about a work of a very different
order—Macaulay’s History of England. It is regarded everywhere, as a
really great achievement, and as tending to found a new school of
Historical writing. The first edition of three thousand copies was out of
print in a fortnight. This is indeed a great age for great authors.
Dickens told a friend of mine, that he had made four thousand guineas
by his last year’s Christmas book—(The Battle of Life)—a five
shilling publication,(!) which everybody abused, and which,
nevertheless, everybody read. Eighteen thousand copies of his present
Christmas book (The Haunted Man) were “subscribed for” by the
booksellers, before publication.1
Collins here belies his desire to take advantage of this “great age” by putting his
stories out into the world, and by extension, making money from them. (The mild
envy of Dickens’s income is significant, and would last throughout the first decade of
Collins’s career). His first novel, Ioláni (1845), a Tahitian romance centered around
1
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savages, sacrifice, and infanticide, had been rejected by Chapman and Hall, as well as
a number of other London publishers. It was, as Collins later recalled, full of scenes
that caused “the respectable British publisher to declare that it was impossible to put
his name on the title-page of such a novel.”2 It is no surprise then, that Collins’s
second attempt at fiction moved in the direction of something eminently more
marketable. Like the young Dickens who, early in his own career, was intent on
producing a historical novel, so Collins, answering the public demand for historical
romances, chose to write his next novel in the tradition of “the glorious Walter Scott
(King, Emperor, President, and god Almighty of novelists).”3 Scott had perfected the
historical novel at the beginning of the 19th century, and the following decades (the
1820s - 40s) saw further popularization of the genre, most notably by Bulwer Lytton
and Harrison Ainsworth.4 It was thus that Collins wrote to Richard Bentley on 30
August 1849, offering him “an Historical Romance in three volumes, illustrative of
the events of the first siege of Rome by Alaric, and of Gothic and Italian character in
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the fifth century.”5 The rest of this letter goes on to illustrate Collins’s early
proclivities toward practically-minded self-promotion:
I have thought it probable that such a work might not inappropriately
be offered for your inspection, while recent occurrences continue to
direct public attention particularly on Roman affairs. I now write
therefore to say, that it will give me great pleasure to forward it to
New Burlington Street, upon hearing that such an arrangement meets
with your approval.
Without now entering into detail, (which I shall be happy to do,
if you think an interview desirable) I may merely observe that the
subject, as far as I know, has the merit of being an original one; and
that while I have spared no pains to collect all the historical
information connected with the period of the romance, I have not
forgotten that it was important to present that information—as far as
lay in my favour—in the graphic form most likely to be attractive to
the taste of readers of the present day.
I can only mention to you, as an introduction, my work
published at the close of last year:—“Memoirs of William Collins
R.A.”—the success of which has encouraged me to enter on another
literary undertaking.6
Of course as a practically-minded self-promoter, Collins does well not to mention his
failed Tahitian romance. Two and a half months later, Collins finished his
manuscript, and sent the last of the completed pages to Bentley.7 Bentley responded
by asking Collins how much he would take for the novel, and Collins, in a lengthy
justification of what he thought his work was worth, eventually arrived at the figure
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of £200.8 Ever the shrewd negotiator, Bentley countered by offering Collins £100
upon publication of the novel, and another £100 after the sale of 500 copies. Collins
accepted the renegotiation, under the condition that “the two notes of £100-- each,
when paid to me, shall not be drawn at longer dates than two or three months—
whichever you think best. I mention this, believing that I am making a fair and
customary proposal—where no higher sums than £100-- are concerned; and wishing
to make the terms of acceptance on my part, as a business transaction, as clear as
possible.”9 Collins had not yet met Dickens, but the famous author’s contractual feuds
with Bentley, no doubt known in literary circles, would likely have inspired caution
in any new author approaching Burlington Street.
Antonina; or, the Fall of Rome was published in three volumes by Bentley on
27 February 1850. When Bentley advertised the novel in the Athenaeum two weeks
after publication (16 March 1850), he was able to quote a full column of effusive
praise from nine dailies and weeklies. The Observer, for instance, described it as “a
remarkable book,” and the Morning Post hailed it as “sufficient to place [its author]
in the very first rank of English novelists.” In addition to these, Harper’s (July 1850)
lauded its “splendour and imagination,” and the Athenaeum (No. 2) and the Eclectic
Review (April 1850) both compared Collins to Shakespeare.10 The first edition of 500
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copies sold out in three months, and a second edition, revised with a revised preface,
was issued in May of 1850, confirming the Edinburgh Review’s (October 1850)
assertion that Antonina was greatly popular with the public.11 If the historical
romance was in fact waning in popularity (see note 4 above), and if, as Lyn Pykett
observes, the 1840s was the decade dominated by the realism of Dickens and
Thackeray,12 Collins at least seems to have managed to have successfully broken into
the market by following business instincts that were, for the moment, still correct.
Collins’s next two literary ventures, Rambles Beyond Railways (January 1851)
and Mr. Wray’s Cash Box (December 1851), clearly pinpoint more of Collins’s slow
progression toward (and early preoccupation with) attaining “Dickensian” success.
Rambles is an account of Collins’s 1850 walking tour of Cornwall with the artist
Henry Brandling, and the contract with Bentley for the book indicates that Collins
was determined to take more of what was due to him this time than he had for
Antonina. Signed on 18 November 1850, the agreement stipulates that all profits
would be divided equally between author and publisher after costs, and that the
publisher would receive an additional ten percent allowance.13 Delays in publication
meant that Collins missed the opportunity to cash in on the 1850 Christmas season
(on 28 December he complained that his Rambles Beyond Railways had not “rambled
11
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into print, even yet”14), but a week later, proofs of the book decidedly pleased him.
“The page looks very well,” he wrote to Bentley, “—the type clear and sharp. We
shall certainly offer a handsome book to the public, and I hope they will ‘behave
handsomely’ in return.”15 The language and sentiment here are uncannily reminiscent
of the early Dickens, and when Bentley published the book on 20 January 1851, the
public did behave “handsomely.” A second edition in January of 1852 as well as later
re-issues in 1861 and 1863 (capitalizing on the success of The Woman in White), are
indications that this book, though minor, was and remained a work of interest to
Collins’s reading public.
Collins’s other book during this period, Mr. Wray’s Cash Box, was “an
attempt to tap the lucrative market for Christmas books created by Dickens.”16 By this
time Dickens had published all five of his Christmas books to great critical and
popular acclaim, including the illustrious A Christmas Carol (1843), which, while not
as profitable as Dickens would have liked, only increased his international reputation
as a master storyteller. Collins was anxious to earn similar rewards for himself, but
his Christmas book had some problems at the start: having realized that his original
preface to the story actually gave away the plot, Collins told Bentley to omit it, but
the book still appeared with it, and was advertised in The Times as “Mr. Wray’s Cash
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Book,” illustrated by “Willais” (John Everett Millais was the illustrator), and by the
author of “Antonini.”17 “I have never yet had a book advertised right for the first
time,” he fumed to Bentley, “but this tops everything!”18 Further correspondence
reveals Collins’s concern with the binding, lettering, and gilt edges of the book: “. . .
gilt edges certainly make the book look more costly, and more fit for a present; but if
they are to lead us into any important additional expense, let us abandon them by all
means—We must beware of cutting down our profits from this book!—.”19 Catherine
Peters notes that despite favorable reviews, the book did not sell.20 Perhaps Collins’s
obsession with duplicating Dickens’s success was a bit misguided—or perhaps he
simply wasn’t ready. Ruskin’s harsh opinion was that Collins’s effort was a “gross
imitation of Dickens . . . not merely imitated—but stolen . . . a mere stew of old
cooked meats—Jeremiah’s cast clouts.”21
The important point to consider here is that, very early in his writing career—
beginning in 1851 to be precise—Collins was without a doubt attempting to
legitimize himself as an author in the manner of his great predecessor, Charles
Dickens. By this time, Dickens was at the center of the world literary stage, having
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recently finished David Copperfield (May 1849 – November 1850), and about to
release yet another literary triumph (Bleak House) that would sell nearly twice as
many copies as his “favorite child”.22 While Mr. Collins’s cashbox remained only
close to halfway full, Dickens’s was gloriously overflowing, and it would take nearly
ten years for the junior author to catch up. When the two men met for the first time at
Forster’s on 12 March 1851, the circumstances were entirely appropriate: by
Dickens’s invitation, Collins was to play the part of the valet to Dickens’s star role in
Bulwer-Lytton’s Not So Bad as We Seem, and the gathering at Forster’s was the first
theatrical reading of the play. Over the course of several rehearsals and performances
(which, due to unexpected provincial tours, actually lasted into the autumn of 1852),
master and servant became intimate friends. The irreverent, ebullient young author
quickly replaced Daniel Maclise as Dickens’s favorite companion for his “nightly
wanderings into strange places” around London.23 As Law and Maunder note, the
same was true of Boz’s periodic jaunts on the Continent without his family. “For
Collins, the relationship must have retained a good deal of hero-worship; the first of
his few surviving letters to Dickens is signed off, ‘as usual and always my excellent
manager’s attached and obedient servant’ (Public I, 50). For Dickens whose marriage
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was clearly already troubled, these escapades obviously served as a psychological and
probably sexual release.”24
When Collins finished his next novel, Basil, in the late summer of 1852, it
was his now close friend Dickens who advised him on how to negotiate the terms
with his publisher. The letter of 1 October from Collins to Bentley is one of strong
will and confidence, informed by Dickens’s own experience. “I have been staying
with Mr. Dickens, at Dover,” Collins wrote,
and have been favoured by his advice on the subject. Under these
circumstances, I think it only fair to you, to come forward at once with
a proposal for the sale of the Mss.
The terms I propose then, by Mr. Dickens’s advice, as my
ultimatum—are, Three hundred and fifty pounds (unconditionally
paid), as the purchase money for the entire copyright of the book
(unconditionally sold). I prefer this arrangement to all others, because
it is one that can be definitely settled between us at once; and I
sincerely believe that I am mentioning a perfectly fair rate of
remuneration for me to ask, and for you to accord.25
It is interesting that Dickens is advocating outright sale of the copyright here, rather
than a profit-sharing agreement, as it indicates that for Collins the most profitable
arrangement at this stage of his career would be one by which he could take his
money and run. The suggested sum and ultimatum “startled” Bentley a good deal.
“To give Three Hundred and Fifty Pounds for a novel in two volumes,” he replied to
Collins, “will require a much larger number of copies to be sold than any of your
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previous Works have sold and will leave little chance of profit to your Publisher.”
Still, he confessed that he should regard “the severance of our literary connexion with
sincere regret (although under any circumstances I trust the same pleasant relations
would continue to subsist between us) and am therefore determined to meet you
boldly provided you think fit on reflection to adopt one or two suggestions I would
venture to propose to you, and that on one or two points irrespective of ‘Basil’ you
would in return meet my views.”26 These last italicized words (underlined in the
letter) are fascinating, as the “points irrespective of ‘Basil’” remain a mystery. But
one can picture Bentley still smarting from losing out on the potential to earn
thousands of pounds as a result of poor negotiations with Dickens, and requesting,
perhaps privately, that his new author leave the irascible Boz’s opinion out of future
deals.
While Basil (16 November 1852) was much maligned by the critics (the
Athenaeum called it “a tale of criminality, almost revolting from its domestic
horrors,” and the Westminster Review described it as “absolutely disgusting”27), and
didn’t sell enough copies to warrant an immediate second printing, it was this early
novel, billed as “A Story of Modern Life,” that confirmed Dickens’s opinion of
26
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Collins as a serious artist.28 The original lengthy preface, actually disliked by Dickens
and subsequently revised for later versions, made a bid for popularity (and sales),
aiming at “the largest number of readers, by writing a story of our own times.”29 It
also made an important case for writing as a serious and professional activity, “an
occupation which can only be pursued, even creditably, by the patient,
uncompromising, reverent devotion of every moral and intellectual faculty, more or
less, which a human being has to give.” Writers, Collins argued, have the
“honourable distinction of being workers and not players at their task,” and it was
surely not this aspect of the preface to which Dickens originally objected, for in his
letter of praise over Basil, he joined Collins in making the same case—that of
legitimizing authorship as a weighty and respectable profession.
Not to play the sage or the critic (neither of which parts, I hope, is at
all in my line), but to say what is the friendly truth, I may assure you
that I have read the book with very great interest, and with a very
thorough conviction that you have a call to this same art of fiction . . .
the story contains admirable writing, and many clear evidences of a
very delicate discrimination of character. It is delightful to find
throughout that you have taken great pains with it besides, and have
“gone at it” with a perfect knowledge of the jolter-headedness of the
conceited idiots who suppose that volumes are to be tossed off like
pancakes, and that any writing can be done without the utmost
application, the greatest patience, and the steadiest energy of which the
writer is capable.
For all these reasons I have made Basil’s acquaintance with
great gratification, and entertain a high respect for him. And I hope
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that I shall become intimate with many worthy descendants of his, who
are yet in the limbo of creatures waiting to be born.30
What’s striking about this letter is not so much Dickens’s professional admiration, but
that he now deems Collins worthy of being anointed as a member of his own
professional circle (“you have a call to this same art of fiction”). No longer the
unknown historical novelist of two years prior, Collins has made a leap with his
“Story of Modern Life.” Appropriately, the opening lines of Basil—“What am I now
about to write?” and “Why do I undertake such an employment as this?”—seem to
tell it all. Collins is readying himself to give birth to “many worthy descendants”; but
more importantly, as he goes on, he will be able to make a handsome living from it.
Collins followed Basil with another novel, Hide and Seek (6 June 1854), the
dedication of which is inscribed to Dickens “as a token of admiration and affection,
by his friend, THE AUTHOR.” The bold self-attribution of THE AUTHOR is both
significant and appropriate, for with Hide and Seek, Collins advanced one more step
on his long, steady road toward legitimate authorship. The contract, which again went
through the typical back-and-forth negotiations, gave Bentley the copyright for a
period of eighteen months only, as Collins was by this time wary of permanently
losing the rights to his work. He received £150 for the first edition of 500 copies, and
would receive an additional £75 for a second edition of 250 copies within the same
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eighteen-month period.31 This second edition never appeared, however, as the book
did not sell well—a disappointment that Collins attributed to the effects of the
Crimean War on the book-reading public. But Hide and Seek did have its admirers.
Both The Leader and the Athenaeum gave it generally positive reviews, and the
dedicatee himself provided an enthusiastic stamp of approval: “I think it far away the
cleverest Novel I have ever seen written by a new hand,” Dickens wrote to Georgina
Hogarth a month after publication. “It is much beyond Mrs. Gaskell, and is in some
respects masterly . . . I call it a very remarkable book, and have been very much
surprised by its great merit.”32 It is interesting to note here, however, that even as the
author of five previously-published major works, Collins is, to Dickens at least, still
very much a “new hand.”
Even with a reasonably successful publishing record behind him, that same
“new hand” had yet to achieve the kind of financial success that would legitimate him
as a professional author in his own eyes. (He was in fact still living with his mother at
this time, even though he was earning a decent income from his writing.) Unlike
Dickens, Collins had written no smash Pickwick Papers—or Oliver Twist, or
Nicholas Nickleby for that matter. The runaway sensation Dickens experienced early
in life was something that Collins would only realize much later in his career. For the
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time being, it was Collins’s task to toil on, and his correspondence with Bentley
around the time of Hide and Seek’s publication indicates just how far he still had to
go. During July of 1854, Bentley was in financial straits due to, among other things,
extremely weak sales of the Miscellany, and wrote to Collins offering to sell back the
copyrights of Antonina and Basil for £200. Collins reluctantly declined, stating that
he could not afford to part with £200 at that time, and hoped that “at a future period,
when I have more money to spare, I may also have another opportunity of making
Antonina and Basil my own property.”33 Bentley responded with a softer offer: £100
up front, “and the remainder at your convenience in a twelvemonth”34—modified
terms which, as Baker et al. note, was a further sign of Bentley’s desperate need for
cash.35 Collins’s reply, regretful in tone, reveals that the reacquisition of his own
property was something that was still seriously beyond his means.
Pray accept my best thanks for the friendly manner in which
you are willing to modify the terms of the repurchase of “Antonina”
and “Basil”, for my advantage.
I am afraid, however, that I must refrain from availing myself
of the new proposal which you have been kind enough to make, for I
have no certainty of being better able to pay the second £100 at the end
of a year’s time than I am now. My “savings” (such as they are) are
collected by my pen. Although we have, I think, no reason as yet to
complain of the reception of “Hide And Seek”—I cannot disguise
from myself that if this war continues, the prospects of Fiction are
likely to be very uncertain, to say the least of it. I may find myself
obliged to turn my pen in other directions than those which it has
33
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hitherto been accustomed to take; and though I might profit by such a
change in a year’s time, I might also lose by it. In the latter case I
should certainly not have a hundred pounds—perhaps not even ten
pounds!—to spare.
Looking then to the present uncertainty of my prospects, I must
still unwillingly decline the second offer which you have been kind
enough to make me, from motives of prudence which I hope I have
written about frankly enough to enable you to appreciate them.36
For an author intent on competing with the likes of Dickens, this is indeed a woeful
moment. With the Crimean War dominating the news, the space for fiction reviews
decreased, which in turn decreased publicity for new novels and ultimately their
sales.37 Collins’s speculation that he might need to “turn [his] pen in other directions”
puts him momentarily on the brink of surrender, especially since these
correspondences demonstrate that Collins’s copyrights were not worth Bentley’s
retention of them. Compared to Dickens, again the barometer here, who had earned
better than £517 per part for Bleak House the previous year, Collins’s value as an
author at this time was sadly out of synch with his growing reputation.38
But with his next novel, The Dead Secret (3 January – 13 June 1857), Collins
staged a professional coup—and won. In September of 1856, Dickens was eager to
add Collins to the permanent staff of Household Words, Dickens’s weekly journal to
36
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which Collins had been contributing stories piecemeal since April of 1852. “I have
been thinking a good deal about Collins,” Dickens wrote to Wills,
and it strikes me that the best thing we can just now do for H.W. is to
add him on to Morley, and offer him Five Guineas a week. He is very
suggestive, and exceedingly quick to take my notions. Being
industrious and reliable besides, I don’t think we should be at an
additional expence of £20 in the year by the transaction.
I observe that to a man in his position who is fighting to get on,
the getting his name before the public is important. Some little
compensation for its not being constantly announced, is needed, and
that I fancy might be afforded by a certain engagement.39
The certain engagement was regular employment (not to mention the benefits of
further and formal association with Dickens), but the concern of an author’s name
“not being constantly announced” was one that Collins shared with many of his
fellow Household Words contributors. All of the stories and articles in Dickens’s
family journal not only appeared unsigned, but were also subject without notice to
extensive revision by the all-powerful editor, so that, as Law and Maunder note,
“contributions were often taken to be either written by Dickens himself or in slavish
imitation of him.”40 The announcement on the cover and every other page’s running
header that the journal was “Conducted by Charles Dickens” each week only added to
this mystique. It was clear that Dickens’s young apprentices appreciated the
opportunity to learn from their accomplished conductor, but they were also doubtful
as to whether this fully compensated for Dickens’s “putting a bushel over the lights of
39
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his staff . . . keeping them in that obscurity which inevitably meant indigence, while
he was attaining, and properly attaining, every year greater fame and greater fortune,”
as George Augustus Sala later put it with only a touch of exaggeration.41
Collins agreed to join Dickens’s journal for the 5 guinea a week salary, but on
one condition: Dickens would need to publish Collins’s next serial novel in the
magazine under the author’s own name. Dickens had serious reservations about
agreeing to those terms. Not only had he never acknowledged an author by name in
his journal before, but he also had concerns about publishing a serial by the untried
Collins, probably as a result of the extreme editorial difficulties he had experienced
with Elizabeth Gaskell over North and South (2 September 1854 – 27 January 1855)
the previous year. Dickens did agree to publish Collins’s novel, but with one
alteration to Collins’s original demand: Dickens would advertise the story as
Collins’s own, but the story itself would still be published anonymously. The letter to
Wills of 18 September, while Collins was still deciding, makes Dickens’s resolution
on the matter clear:
Don’t conclude anything unfavourable with Collins, without
previous reference of the subject, and the matter of your consultation,
to me. And again put before him clearly, when he comes to you, that I
do not interpose myself in this stage of the business, solely because I
think it right that he should consider and decide without any personal
influence on my part.
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I think him wrong in his objection, and have not the slightest
doubt that such a confusion of authorship (which I don’t believe to
obtain in half a dozen minds out of half a dozen hundred) would be a
far greater service than dis-service to him. This I clearly see. But, as
far as a long story is concerned, I see not the least objection to our
advertising, at once, before it begins, that it is by him. I do see an
objection to departing from our custom of not putting names to the
papers in H.W. itself; but to our advertizing the authorship of a long
story, as A Rider to all our advertisements, I see none whatever.
Now as to the long story itself, I doubt its value to us. And I
feel perfectly convinced that it is not one quarter so useful to us as
detached papers, or short stories in four parts. But I am quite content to
try the experiment. The story should not, however, go beyond six
months, and the engagement should be for twelve.42
This partial victory over Dickens marks a turning point in Collins’s professional life,
second only to the appearance of The Woman in White three years later (though one
might argue that another turning point—Collins’s meeting Caroline Graves during
this time—was of equal or perhaps greater significance).43 The average circulation of
Household Words throughout its life was about 40,000 copies per week.44 While this
was not extensive compared with the Family Herald’s circulation of 300,000, the
42
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London Journal’s 450,000 or Reynold’s Weekly Miscellany at 200,000, Dickens’s
journal, as Patten notes, “appealed to a higher class of readers, both more educated
and more affluent, and his venture was accordingly capitalized and produced to yield
a profit at that circulation.”45 Moreover, in adhering to higher standards of writing, it
established a new benchmark for respectable journals, and thus Collins’s entry into
this particular distribution channel elevated the status of his fiction as well as
increased his readership. For a writer “fighting to get on,” the acceptance of
anonymity in this situation could only have been worth the compromise. Later that
year, while collaborating with Collins to produce The Wreck of the Golden Mary for
the extra Christmas number of Household Words, Dickens summed up the new
situation magnificently: “I am the Captain of the Golden Mary; Mr. Collins is the
Mate.”46
The Dead Secret, which began appearing in Household Words on 3 January
1857, was Collins’s first full-length work of fiction produced for serialization. It was
published anonymously (Figure 4), appearing initially as the fourth item in the
magazine, but, as per the agreement, it had been advertised as authored by Collins as

45

Patten, 242.
To Miss Burdett Coutts, 4 December 1856. Pilgrim VIII, 231. It’s worth noting
here that Collins was also collaborating with Dickens on The Frozen Deep at
precisely this same time. Collins’s successes and failures as a playwright (with and
without Dickens) in and of themselves tell a story about authorial legitimacy. Due to
space considerations, I am omitting that discussion, but for an overview of that aspect
of Collins’s career, see “Collins and the Theatre,” in Law and Maunder, 101-23.
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early as 6 December 1856 (Figure 5). When the magazine’s returns for the period of
The Dead Secret’s run came in, Dickens’s doubts about publishing Collins’s story
were put to rest. Between October 1856 and March 1857, the income distribution
between Dickens, Bradbury and Evans, Forster, and Wills was a total of £1,023 1s.
6d., and for the next six month period (April - September 1857), the profits were £671
6s. 2d.47 The profits for the same periods during the previous year—£832 1s. 8. and
£384 12s. d. respectively—demonstrate that Household Words realized a marked
increase in circulation during the very months that Collins’s serial was appearing.
(Note that the September 1857 profits of £671 are nearly double that of the September
1856 profits of £384.) Of course it was Dickens, and not Collins, who pocketed these
profits, and the idea that The Dead Secret was the running force behind the
circulation increase is but a well-informed conjecture. One thing is certain though:
Collins’s fiction in no way hurt the journal. The same was true of the serial that
appeared the following year—Gaskell’s My Lady Ludlow (19 June – 25 September
1858)—and these experiences in turn helped convince Dickens that weekly serials

47

Buckler, 198. The March return figures were almost always higher than those of
September because they included profits from the extra Christmas number of the
previous year.
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Figure 4. First appearance of The Dead Secret in Household Words, 3 January 1857
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Figure 5. Advertisement for The Dead Secret in the
1856 Christmas issue of Household Words
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were a worthy if not essential investment.48
When Bradbury and Evans, the publishers of Household Words, issued the
two-volume edition of The Dead Secret in June of 1857, the book received lukewarm
reviews. Though it had its admirers (Yates said that Collins’s storytelling was “more
vigorous and more perfect than ever,” and that “as a story-teller . . . he “[possessed]
the art de conter above all living writers”49), The Dead Secret was more generally
viewed as one of Collins’s weaker efforts, with the action, characterization, and
writing criticized alike as rather thin. “The main reason,” observe Law and Maunder,
“was probably that the author had underestimated the difficulties of serial
composition, and in particular the constraint of having published the beginning of a
story when the end was not yet in sight.”50 No matter, the agreement for the
republication of the book granted Collins a definitive victory on another side of this
same publishing arena. At Dickens’s suggestion, Collins had re-negotiated his
original agreement with Bradbury and Evans to receive three-quarters of the profits,
instead of two-thirds, “considering,” he wrote, “[that] there is no risk of the book not
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Buckler records that despite Dickens’s doubts around the issue of publishing
weekly serials, two serial stories and four “series” of articles did appear in Household
Words from October 1856 to May 1859, “a period during which we can see a marked
increase in the profits.” The first six volumes of All the Year Round, he goes on to
note, “show that Dickens was finally and thoroughly convinced of the importance of
serials.” Buckler, 201.
49
The Train, June 1857, 354. Quoted in Peters, 172.
50
Law and Maunder, 45.
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paying its expense.”51 He had also argued, with more than a little confidence, that the
sales of his previously-published short story collection, After Dark, were enough to
warrant a printing of 750 copies of The Dead Secret, instead of the intended 500.
Collins was now in a position to make demands on those professionals who
surrounded him (even Dickens)—a far cry from the young and overly-ambitious
writer whose first novel had been rejected by Chapman and Hall. The raising of
Collins’s Household Words salary by £50 later that year,52 and Dickens’s eventual
invitation to contribute an all-important leading story for his new journal, All the Year
Round, were further indications of the even more profitable turn that Collins’s career
was about to take.

51
52

To Frederick Mullet Evans, 6 April 1857. Baker and Clarke, I 160.
See To W. H. Wills, 2 October 1857. Pilgrim VIII, 457.
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CHAPTER SIX
Authorship and Legitimacy in The Woman in White

The Woman in White appeared in All the Year Round from 26 November 1859 - 25
August 1860—the second leading work of fiction published in the new journal
following the inaugural A Tale of Two Cities. With this new commission, the pressure
was now on Collins to follow in Dickens’s professional and popular footsteps—to
grab the readership and not let go. By now it was Dickens’s belief that the success of
the journal’s sales depended almost entirely on the opening serial, and thus the
challenge Collins faced was a formidable one.1 “I must stagger the public into
attention, if possible, at the outset,” he wrote to Wills. “They shan’t drop a number,
when I begin, if I can help it.”2 With the sales of All the Year Round and A Tale of
Two Cities having exceeded, in Wills’s words, everyone’s most “sanguine

1

Sutherland notes that “All the Year Round carried relatively few advertisements by
modern standards. Its revenue depended almost entirely on high sales, and these in
turn depended on the serial. The journal’s sales strategy was thus quite different from
that of the Cornhill, its great rival, which every month for 1s. sported a host of great
names. Readers of the Cornhill in 1860, if Trollope’s serial did not please, could turn
to Thackeray’s, or to his Roundabout Paper, or Millais’ illustrations, or Tennyson’s
poem, or one of the ‘heavy’ articles on some topic of the day. Galactic profusion was
Smith’s method: the single, star turn Dickens’s.” John Sutherland, Victorian Novelists
and Publishers (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976) 171.
2
To W. H. Wills, 15 August 1859. Public I, 180.
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expectations,” putting the fate of the journal in Collins’s “new” hands was surely a
mark of Dickens’s faith.3
The conductor’s confidence in (or at least hope for) what The Woman in White
was to become is evident in the small and unusual announcement sandwiched
between the last words of his own novel, and the first words of Collins’s new one
(Figure 6). Going forward, Dickens says, the first pages of All the Year Round will be
reserved for “a continuous original work of fiction . . . that may become a part of
English Literature”—“sustained works of imagination,” one might add, that would
join the ranks of Dickens’s own just-published literary achievement. Though
Household Words had contained numerous weekly serials (including Hard Times [1
April 1854 - 12 August 1854]), this declaration by Dickens was something new and
bold, as previous to A Tale of Two Cities, high-end weekly journals had not made a
regular practice of publishing extended works of fiction. As Sutherland notes, “from
our standpoint in literary history it does not, perhaps, seem an altogether momentous
announcement. But in the context of 1860 it was revolutionary.”4 The Publisher’s
Circular, during the very month of The Woman in White’s conclusion, would

3

See Wills’s note in the All the Year Round Letter Book, 19 May 1859: “Our success
here has exceeded the most sanguine expectations. One hundred and twenty thousand
of No. 1 have already been sold and we are settling down to a steady current sale of
one hundred thousand.” Quoted in Sutherland, Victorian Novelists, 167. The All the
Year Round Letter book is in the Huntington Library.
4
Sutherland, Victorian Novelists, 168.
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Figure 6. Dickens’s announcement for weekly serial fiction, and the first number of
The Woman in White in All the Year Round, 26 November 1859
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eventually salute the transformation in publishing practice that Dickens and his
journal had by that time brought about: “A long continuous story appears to be now
an established condition of success in a weekly periodical, and . . . if anything
nowadays can be considered proved, it is that readers will not only follow a thread of
fiction week after week for many months, but demand it as an indispensible feature of
their weekly literary entertainment.”5
As the case of Charles Lever’s A Day’s Ride would later show, the “proved”
fact that readers would follow a thread of fiction week after week was far from given.
The loyalty of the readership depended primarily on the lure of that fiction, and so for
Collins, still in the adolescence of his writing career, it was imperative that he devise
no less than forty “curtain lines,” or melodramatically effective number endings, to
keep the weekly subscriber subscribing.6 He accomplished this to great effect
throughout the run of The Woman in White, but nowhere is the power of the
suspenseful ending more evident than at the conclusion of the very first number.
“Why are we to stop her, sir? What has she done?”
“Done! She has escaped from my Asylum. Don’t forget: a
woman in white. Drive on.”7
5

Publisher’s Circular, 1 August 1860. Quoted in Sutherland, Victorian Novelists,
168-69.
6
Sutherland, “Appendix A,” 653.
7
Wilkie Collins, The Woman in White, ed. John Sutherland (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1998) 28. Hereafter cited parenthetically in the text with page
number. Sutherland’s edition is based on the 1861 single-volume edition of The
Woman in White, which varies in many ways from the original text that appeared in
All the Year Round. The variants are recorded meticulously in the explanatory notes.
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That last line is so effective not only because it both reveals and withholds
information about the mysterious woman Walter Hartright has just escorted to
London, but also because it forces the reader to wait in anticipation for the author
himself to “drive on.” Collins is holding the reins here—we are merely passengers
along for the ride—and with that singular sentence Collins emblematizes one of the
methods by which he’ll establish widespread interest in (and even hunger for) his
suspenseful plot.8
The other method, perhaps less exciting but no less important, has to do with
legitimizing the story itself. The story begins with Walter Hartright, whose
authenticity as the primary narrator is supported by the multiple-narrative,
“documentary” formula. As Catherine Peters and others have observed, “his quasilegal function as the collector and arranger of the narratives of others gives him a

8

In his groundbreaking essay on The Woman in White, D. A. Miller posits that the
“sensational” moments of the novel, beginning of course with that primal sensory
moment, Walter’s meeting Anne Catherick on the road to London, are responsible for
a kind of transference of physical sensation from text to reader. (I would add that such
effects only abetted Collins’s success.) “As the first of the novel’s sensation effects
on us, the scene thus fictionalizes the beginning of our physiological experience of
the sensation novel as such. Our first sensation coincides with—is positively triggered
by—the novel’s orginary account of sensation. Fantasmatically, then, we ‘catch’
sensation from the neuropathic body of the Woman who, no longer confined or
controlled in an asylum, is free to make our bodies resonate with—like—hers.” D. A.
Miller, The Novel and the Police (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1988) 153.
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status this rather boring and stuffy young man would otherwise lack.”9 In fact
Hartright uses this narrative not only to empower himself, but also (like Collins) to
raise himself out of the shadows of his own obscurity. Those famous early lines—“As
the Judge might once have heard it, so the Reader shall hear it now”—endow Walter
Hartright with the authority of a prosecutor arguing before an English court of law.
Thus the story here presented will be told by more than one pen, as the
story of an offence against the laws is told in Court by more than one
witness—with the same object, in both cases, to present the truth
always in its most direct and most intelligible aspect; and to trace the
course of one complete series of events, by making the persons who
have been most closely connected with them, at each successive stage,
relate their own experience, word for word. (5-6)
Multiple accounts by more than one witness, experiences related word for word, and
the direct presentation of the truth—what could be more convincing? “The
technique,” as Peters goes on to note, “achieves both vividness and neutrality.
Dickens later thought that Wilkie’s repeated use of eye-witness narrative became
formulaic and stale. But the absence of authorial moral judgment in The Woman in
White upholds democratic values against authoritarian and aristocratic ones, and
Wilkie’s hold on his readers was strengthened by the modesty and lack of pretension
of the narrative: the author plays neither advocate nor judge.”10
Peters here refers to Collins as the author of The Woman in White, but it is
important to note that Hartright is also the primary “author”—really the primary
9

Peters, 214.
Ibid.

10
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author and chief conductor—of this collective work. Though he tells the story by
means of presenting “more than one pen,” the primary pen is his—both literally, in
terms of the number of pages his narratives take up (322 pages of the Oxford
edition—exactly half the book), and more figuratively as the author, organizer, editor,
and conductor of the larger “story.” Like the Household Words conductor whose
success Collins himself so longed to emulate, Hartright is in complete control of all
aspects of this narrative, including how much of the witnesses’ statements make the
final “cut,” and when those statements appear chronologically in the text. He is in this
sense, like Dickens and Collins, playing editor to multiple authors.11 His job is to tell
the story, and in doing so, he becomes more like these two writer/editors (for Collins
is now “conducting” too) than perhaps his narrative is willing to admit. The idea that
the reader will be hearing the story “As the Judge might once have heard it” is
actually misleading, for in a court of law, opening statements would include a
summary of the story from the beginning—including the ending—and what both the
prosecution and defense might be trying to prove or disprove. Hartright doesn’t
provide this. He can’t. If he is to “keep the weekly subscriber subscribing,” he must
tell the story (or in many instances, let it be told) in a fashion that makes the reader

11

One of the most blatant instances of this is the editing of Marian’s journal, for
which the author includes an explanatory footnote at the beginning of her “extracts”:
“The passages omitted, here and elsewhere, in Miss Halcombe’s Diary, are only those
which bear no reference to Miss Fairlie or to any of the persons with whom she is
associated in these pages.” (163)
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want to come back for more. “The sequence of narrators,” as Walter M. Kendrick has
written, “provides no step-by-step development of events, but rather a series of
sudden revelations . . . [to] produce what for mid-Victorian critics was the real aim of
a novel like this one—a series of ‘sensations.’”12 Unlike the prosecutor who must
simply prove his case, Hartright (and Collins) must go beyond that singular task.
Hartright’s goals, also similar to Collins’s, are two-fold: he must write a story
and gain some money. More specifically, Hartright must assemble and record the
story of the treacherous conspiracy to rob Laura Fairlie of her property and identity,
and in writing that story, restore the property to her and her rightful heirs. The story is
one obsessed with legitimacy in its many shapes and forms, and Collins and Hartright
propel it forward by suspending the answers to (and in some cases, not answering)
multiple, inter-related questions. Who is the legitimate Laura Fairlie? Is Percival
Glyde of legitimate birth? Is Anne Catherick legitimate and who is her father? Is
anything Count Fosco professes about himself legitimate? And of course, subtextually, are the “truths” written down by Walter Hartright and his gallery of primary
witnesses legitimate, factual, and believable? For Hartright himself, legitimacy as the
author and redactor of this masterpiece is crucial. His own character, motive, and
resolve must be unquestionable if he is to construct a narrative convincing enough to
re-establish his wife’s legitimacy.
12

Walter M. Kendrick, “The Sensationalism of The Woman in White,” Wilkie Collins,
ed. Lyn Pykett (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998) 76.
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The word legitimate comes to us from the Latin legitimare (to declare to be
lawful, to cause to be regarded as lawful offspring), whose root, lex/legis, means
“law”. It is no coincidence then that the first “witness” to appear in Hartright’s textual
courtroom is Vincent Gilmore, the family lawyer. The purpose of Gilmore’s narrative
is to provide the reader with a detailed account of the rights of inheritance and
property concerning Laura Fairlie and the Fairlie family. Laura’s “expectations” are
of a “twofold kind,” comprising “her possible inheritance of real property, or land,
when her uncle [dies],” and “her absolute inheritance of personal property, or money,
when she [comes] of age” (149). In the succeeding pages, Gilmore goes on to outline
the intricacies of Laura’s legal rights of inheritance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As the result of a series of male deaths in the Fairlie family, Laura has become
the heiress to the Fairlie estate at Limmeridge, as well as a personal fortune.
Laura will possess “nothing more than a life interest” in the Limmeridge
property upon Frederick Fairlie’s death.
If Laura dies single or childless, the Limmeridge property reverts to her
cousin Magdalen, the daughter of Arthur Fairlie (brother of Frederick and
Philip).
If Laura marries with a proper settlement, the income from the property
(£3000 a year) will be at Laura’s disposal during her lifetime.13
If Laura marries and dies, her husband would claim the income for his
lifetime.
If Laura has a son, that son would become the heir to the property, to the
exclusion of her cousin Magdalen.
In regards to personal property, Laura is the heiress to “a comfortable little
fortune” of £20,000 (derived from her father’s will), upon reaching the age of
twenty-one.

13

The “proper settlement” here is not conditional, but protective. Gilmore is asserting
that with the right kind of settlement (“the settlement I meant to make for her” [150]),
Laura would have a right to the income. More of this is discussed below.
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•

In addition to this, she will inherit a life interest in the income from £10,000,
the principal of which, upon Laura’s death, would go to her Aunt Eleanor
(Philip Fairlie’s sister, and Count Fosco’s wife).

While these details appear cumbersome—perhaps this is the type of thing Dickens
was referring to when he called Collins’s writing too “dissective”14—they are
nonetheless crucial to understanding the story. As Gilmore himself ominously
declares before delineating these legalities: “I warn all readers of these lines that Miss
Fairlie’s inheritance is a very serious part of Miss Fairlie’s story” (149).
Laura’s inheritance is a serious part of her story, but more importantly it is the
motivation behind the conspiracy at the heart of what Hartright (and Collins) are
constructing. Just as a prosecutor might outline the motives of a criminal on trial, so
Hartright, through Gilmore, spells out what Sir Percival Glyde stands to gain by
Laura’s death.
Thus, Sir Percival’s prospects in marrying Miss Fairlie (so far as his
wife’s expectations from real property were concerned) promised him
these two advantages, on Mr. Frederick Fairlie’s death; First, the use
of three thousand a year (by his wife’s permission, while she lived,
and, in his own right, on her death, if he survived her); and, secondly,
the inheritance of Limmeridge for his son, if he had one. (150)
As regards her £20,000, “the whole amount was to be settled so as to give the income
to the lady for her life; afterwards to Sir Percival for his life; and the principal to the

14

To Wilkie Collins, 7 January 1860. Pilgrim IX, 194. Henry James and Anthony
Trollope were also critics of what the Saturday Review called Collins’s “mechanical
talent.” For a discussion, see Winifred Hughes, The Maniac in the Cellar: Sensation
Novels of the 1860s (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980) 138.
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children of the marriage” (152). And in the event of Laura dying without leaving
children, “her half-sister Miss Halcombe, and any other relatives or friends whom she
might be anxious to benefit, would, on her husband’s death, divide among them such
shares of her money as she desired them to have” (152). These are the conditions of
the original marriage settlement, stipulated by Gilmore as the family’s legal
representative, and with Laura’s personal direction regarding the entirety of her cash
inheritance. But upon review by Sir Percival and his lawyer, this last clause is struck
through in double, red-inked lines, and annotated as “Not admissible. The principal to
go to Sir Percival Glyde, in the event of his surviving Lady Glyde, and there being no
issue” (152).
It is worth mentioning here that Collins, a lawyer himself, was criticized for
bungling the details regarding a woman’s right to property in 1850, but it was actually
Collins who got the details right.15 According to common law practices at the time of

15

On 25 August 1860, the Saturday Review accused Collins of not fully
understanding the law: “Mr. Wilkie Collins . . . on the subject of life estates, is either
more obscure in his expressions, or else less sound in his law, than we could wish. As
the case at present stands, we cannot help thinking that half the crime and folly in the
tale has been committed in consequence of a misconception. If Mr. Collins is not
unjustifiably unintelligible, the titled villains of the story must have been unjustifiably
stupid.” Saturday Review, 25 August 1860, vol. X, 249-50. Quoted in Page, 87. As
Sutherland notes, what the Saturday Review reviewer presumably meant was that “Sir
Percival would have had a perfect legal right to his wife’s £20,000 without going to
the trouble of murdering her.” See “Explanatory Notes,” The Woman in White, by
Wilkie Collins, ed. John Sutherland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 669.
Collins did address these attacks in the 1861 preface to the single-volume
edition of The Woman in White: “Some doubts having been expressed, in certain
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the novel’s action, both the income from Laura’s real property (i.e. the income from
the Limmeridge estate) as well as all of Laura’s personal property (i.e. the principal of
her £20,000 and the income from the extra £10,000) would have passed from Laura to
Sir Percival upon marriage; but the custom and practice of equity law, which during
the 19th century had grown up alongside the practice of common law, recognized the
separate legal existence or identity of a wife, and her right to own property
independently of her husband. “Equity [law],” observes Lyn Pykett, “operated on the
principle that although a wife could not, in common law, control property, it could be
controlled on her behalf by a trustee. Hence the system of marriage settlements or
pre-nuptial agreements according to which a woman’s family or friends, or even the
woman herself, could designate certain property as her ‘separate property,’ free from
her husband’s common law rights.”16 Thus, Gilmore’s marriage settlement, contrary

captious quarters, about the correct presentation of the legal ‘points’ incidental to the
story, I may be permitted to mention that I spared no pains—in this instance, as in all
others—to preserve myself from unintentionally misleading my readers. A solicitor of
great experience in his profession most kindly and carefully guided my steps,
whenever the course of the narrative led me into the labyrinth of the Law. Every
doubtful question was submitted to this gentleman, before I ventured on putting pen
to paper; and all the proof-sheets which referred to legal matters were corrected by his
hand before the story was published.” Collins, “Preface to the Present Edition”
(1861) 3.
16
Lyn Pykett, Wilkie Collins, 41. See also Mary Lyndon Shanley, Feminism,
Marriage, and the Law in Victorian England 1850-1895 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1989), especially 8-9 and 15-16. Others have discussed a woman’s
right to property vis-à-vis The Woman in White as well. See Dougald B. MacEachen,
“Wilkie Collins and British Law,” Nineteenth-Century Fiction 5.2 (September 1950):
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to the reviewers’ accusations, would have stood firmly on legal ground in terms of
protecting Laura’s property; but in the absence of support from her only living male
relative (Frederick Fairlie), Gilmore is forced to concede to Sir Percival, and executes
the marriage settlement with the inauspicious alteration intact. The terms of the new
settlement prepare the stage for everything else that happens going forward, for it is
Gilmore’s capitulation to Sir Percival that sets in motion the story Walter needs to
tell.
Walter’s task is a daunting one. Like any accomplished writer, he must have
the flexibility of a great rewriter, for the ultimate task at hand is the retelling of the
story that he and others have already told. After presenting the narrative of Vincent
Gilmore, Walter assembles a host of other witnesses—Marian Halcombe, Frederick
Fairlie, Eliza Michelson, Hester Pinhorn, Alfred Goodricke, Jane Gould, and the
personified Tombstone itself—to tell the story of Laura’s unhappy marriage, her
hopeless reliance on Marian, and finally, her shocking death. For that is what this
story is about, up until the end of the second “Epoch”—Laura’s life and death. Of
course Walter, the retrospective editor, knows the whole story; but as far as the reader
is concerned, the inscription on Laura’s tombstone is entirely legitimate.
Sacred to the Memory of Laura, Lady Glyde, wife of Sir Percival
Glyde, Bart., of Blackwater Park, Hampshire; and daughter of the late

121-139; and Lenora Ledwon, “Veiled Women, the Law of Coverture, and Wilkie
Collins’s The Woman in White,” Victorian Literature and Culture 22 (1994): 1-22.
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Philip Fairlie, Esq., of Limmeridge House, in this parish. Born, March
27th, 1829; married, December 22nd, 1849; died, July 25th, 1850.
The names, dates, and places are exact, and this document, literally written in stone,
is the last before Walter himself closes the Second Epoch. He has told the story of
“what happened” through eye-witness accounts, created a literal and figurative
monument to his dead love, and kept the weekly subscriber subscribing. “I stopped
before the pedestal from which the cross rose. On one side of it, on the side nearest to
me, the newly-cut inscription met my eyes—the hard, clear, cruel black letters which
told the story of her life and death” (417). Even two pages before he’s about to reveal
the truth, Walter is still “driving on” with the same fiction.
The turn for Walter—and for Collins’s readers—comes with the last line of
the Second Epoch: “Laura, Lady Glyde, was standing by the inscription, and was
looking at me over the grave” (419).17 This is the point at which Walter reveals that
everything he and others have told us about Laura’s death has been a fiction—a
fiction that it is now his responsibility to revise and rewrite. This story so far has not
really been “As the Judge might once have heard it,” and in the Third Epoch, the
book, along with Walter, must change. While at this point he has already established
17

Also the end of the twenty-sixth installment in All the Year Round (19 May 1860).
Jerome Meckier reads this pivotal moment as a rewriting and “revaluation” of Esther
Summerson’s discovery of Lady Dedlock’s body in Bleak House. Collins’s
competitive efforts to prove himself an outdoer of Dickens, Meckier writes, “led to a
decade of intense rivalry that ended only with Dickens’s death.” See Jerome Meckier,
Hidden Rivalries in Victorian Fiction: Dickens, Realism, and Revaluation
(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1987) 92-93.
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his narrative and editorial authority, he now takes ownership of the story in a new
way, casting aside, for the most part, the “documentary” formula and the eye-witness
accounts that have driven the reader on for twenty-six weeks. In relating the
succeeding stories of Marian and Laura, he depends not on Marian’s journal again, or
on any kind of primary source from Laura, but on his own superior capacity to
interpret and reveal what happened.
I shall relate both narratives, not in the words (often interrupted, often
inevitably confused) of the speakers themselves, but in the words of
the brief, plain, studiously simple abstract which I committed to
writing for my own guidance, and for the guidance of my legal
adviser. So the tangled web will be most speedily and most intelligibly
unrolled. (422)
“Walter emphasizes his skill as a storyteller,” write MacDonagh and Smith,
“[pointing] to his continual presence in the narrative, to his fashioning of a tale that
looks very different from its process of construction.”18 The shift in the course of
presentation is a dramatic one, and Walter goes on to narrate the story of Laura’s
escape (by way of Marian’s account), and the story of what Laura remembers before
her commitment to the asylum (in a recasting of her own words). He steps out of the
story in order to tell it, so much so that he even refers to himself in the third person at
times. (“Although Count Fosco’s letter to Mr. Fairlie did not mention the address of
the Asylum, that important omission cast no difficulties in Miss Halcombe’s way.
When Mr. Hartright had met Anne Catherick at Limmeridge, she had informed him
18

MacDonagh and Smith, 283.
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of the locality in which the house was situated . . . [426-27]).19 It is a marvelous
technique employed by an invisible but powerful editor who is at once absent from
and present in the narrative he’s assembling. Writing with both the intimate
confidence of a diarist and the authority of a Dickensian conductor who reserves the
right to revise others’ texts, Walter drives the narrative on by filling in the gaps left
by the many first-hand accounts that he has already presented.
But as talented as he might seem at this point, Walter must really do the
impossible: he must raise Laura Fairlie from the dead. She has in a sense been
murdered by multiple parties in this book—most obviously by Sir Percival and Fosco,
but also by Walter, and by the act of writing itself:
The nurse, on the first night in the Asylum, had shown her the marks
on each article of her underclothing as it was taken off, and had said,
not at all irritably or unkindly, “Look at your own name on your own
clothes, and don’t worry us all any more about being Lady Glyde.
She’s dead and buried; and you’re alive and hearty. Do look at your
clothes now! There it is, in good marking ink; and there you will find
it on all your old things, which we have kept in the house—Anne
Catherick, as plain as print!” (436) 20

19

There is another instance of this interesting third-person detour in the manuscript
version of Laura’s story: “But she reiterated the assertion to Miss Halcombe and
subsequently repeated it to Mr. Hartright; and the two narratives, on being compared,
presented no discrepancies, one with the other.” See Sutherland, “Explanatory
Notes,” 691.
20
In Miller’s estimation, Collins’s novel is “profoundly about enclosing and
secluding the woman in male ‘bodies,’ among them institutions like marriage and
madhouses”—and, one could add, the narratives of Hartright and Collins, who tell
Laura’s story for her. See Miller, 155-56.
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Identity doesn’t get more definitive than that, and the task before Walter is not simply
the disproving of the falsity of Laura’s death, but the total erasure of that story’s
“ending” (i.e. the literal erasure of the inscription on Laura’s tombstone).21 As the
conductor of this book, that erasure is absolutely within his power, but he can only
conclude the story according to his desire by first assembling more stories told to him
by others, and finally defeating the rival authors who are competing with him in this
deadliest of marketplaces.

Sir Percival Glyde is the author of many stories in this book. He is (with Fosco) the
author of the story of Laura’s death—the “Narrative of the Tombstone” that Walter
Hartright must erase; he is the author of the scandal surrounding Anne Catherick’s
illegitimate birth, and his supposed affair with Mrs. Catherick (“He flatly refused [to
clear my character], in so many words. He told me, plainly, that it was his interest to
let my husband and all my neighbours believe the falsehood—because, as long as
they did so, they were quite certain never to suspect the truth” [545]); and most
significantly, he is the author of the story of his own birthright—the illegitimate (and
21

Miller is again brilliantly useful here. While the erasure of the tombstone is
completely possible (and in fact enacted), the erasure of the effects upon Laura—
rendered (to use Millers’ term) a “psychological cipher” by the text even before her
incarceration—is impossible. “Though the text takes perfunctory notice of ‘the
healing influences of her new life’ with Walter (576), these have no power to produce
a Laura who in any way exceeds men’s (literal or ‘liberal’) incarcerating fantasies
about her. It is not just, as the text puts it, that the mark of the asylum is ‘too deep to
be effaced’ but that it has always already effaced everything else.” Miller, 175-76.
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illegal) story that is intricately connected with the other two. His “secret” is that he
has “no more claim to the baronetcy and to Blackwater Park than the poorest labourer
who work[s] on the estate” (521), and this secret is ultimately the story that Walter
Hartright is so desperately writing against. It is the story that Walter must “publish”
in order to truly legitimate his own.
Walter first suspects Sir Percival’s secret after a revealing interview with Mrs.
Catherick, in which her “undisguised contempt” for Sir Percival’s mother causes him
to conjecture about a flaw in the elder Lady Glyde’s reputation (“I now asked myself,
whether it might not be possible that his mother had never been married at all” [505]).
The suspicion leads him to investigate the registry at Old Welmingham church, where
he expects to find “written evidence” of Sir Felix and Lady Glyde’s marriage (505).
I looked carefully at the entry. It was at the bottom of a page, and was,
for want of room, compressed into a smaller space than that occupied
by the marriages above. The marriage immediately before it was
impressed on my attention by the circumstance of the bridegroom’s
Christian name being the same as my own. The entry immediately
following it (on top of the next page) was noticeable, in another way,
from the large space it occupied; the record, in this case, registering
the marriages of two brothers at the same time. The register of the
marriage of Sir Felix Glyde was in no respect remarkable, except for
the narrowness of the space into which it was compressed at the
bottom of the page. The information about his wife, was the usual
information given in such cases. She was described as “Cecilia Jane
Elster, of Park View Cottages, Knowlesbury; only daughter of the late
Patrick Elster, Esq., formerly of Bath.” (512)
Again, these details might appear too “dissective,” but I quote Walter’s observations
in full because they are crucial to the case Walter is trying to build. The erasure of
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Laura’s death depends not simply on the erasure of the “Narrative of the Tombstone,”
but also, for us as readers, on Walter’s legitimacy as an editor and author. If we are
ultimately to deliver the verdict that Walter wants us to deliver, we must now truly
listen to every detail of Walter’s story “As the Judge might once have heard it.” The
punctiliousness of Walter’s observations—and writing—here leave no room for doubt
when Sir Percival’s secret is at last revealed in the coming pages.
Sir Percival’s story is, like every other story in this book, a fiction. We know
from Mrs. Catherick’s letter to Walter that Sir Percival’s original intention was not to
commit his story to writing (“His first notion was only to tear the leaf out [in the right
year and month]” and “to destroy it” [543-44]). But when, with Mrs. Catherick’s
help, he comes to look privately at the register himself, he finds at the bottom of one
of the pages for the year 1803, “a blank space left” (544). “The sight of this chance,”
writes Mrs. Catherick, “altered all his plans. It was an opportunity he had never hoped
for, or thought of—and he took it, you know how” (544). Sir Percival then becomes
an author of the most creative sort, and the picture that Mrs. Catherick paints of him
is one of an artist working at his craft. (“He was some time getting the ink the right
colour [mixing it over and over again in pots and bottles of mine], and some time,
afterwards, in practicing the handwriting. But he succeeded in the end—and made an
honest woman of his mother, after she was dead in her grave!” [544]) Sir Percival
illegally legitimizes his illegitimacy here, forging, like the drawing master Walter
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Hartright (and like Collins himself), the elaborate story that must convince anyone
who reads it.
Ironically though, it is not writing, but the lack of writing, that ultimately
condemns the forger in Walter’s and the reader’s eyes.22 At long last, consulting the
duplicate copy of the Old Welmingham registry at Knowlesbury, Walter discovers the
crime that years ago forced Sir Percival to author his fiction. And because of the
exactitude of Walter’s previous recording, there is no doubt about the significance of
the gap between “the marriage of the man whose Christian name was the same as
[his] own” and “the double register of the two brothers” (520):
That space told the whole story! There it must have remained, in the
church register, from eighteen hundred and three (when the marriages
had been solemnized and the copy had been made) to eighteen
hundred and twenty-seven, when Sir Percival appeared at Old
Welmingham. Here, at Knowlesbury, was the chance of committing
the forgery, shown to me in the copy—and there, at Old Welmingham,
was the forgery committed, in the register of the church! (520-21)
The disclosure of this secret, Walter goes on to note, could “transport [Sir Percival]
for life,”23 and even if Sir Percival were to be spared that fate, he would still at one

22

“As a person who fills blank spaces with writing because gaps expose his identity,
Percival is a writer, a constructor of narratives. His villainy, then, links him not only
with Fosco, who toward the end of the novel constructs a narrative in similar fashion,
but also with both Walter Hartright and Collins himself, for all four men collect and
arrange documents and fill up gaps with writing.” MacDonagh and Smith, 275.
23
It’s worth noting the seriousness of the crime. Up until 1829, the punishment for
forgery was death by hanging. See Sutherland, “Explanatory Notes,” 696, as well as
Mrs. Catherick’s description about the “frightful punishment” for being even an
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blow be deprived “of the name, the rank, the estate, [and] the whole social existence
that he had usurped” (521). In this moment of private glory, Walter realizes the
tremendous power he possesses, and the consequences for Sir Percival if he should
choose to rewrite the villain’s story. “This was the Secret, and it was mine! A word
from me; and house, lands, baronetcy, were gone from him for ever—a word from
me, and he was driven out into the world, a nameless, penniless, friendless outcast!”
(521) In this twist of fate, Sir Percival stands to lose the very same things that he has
stolen from his wife—not simply the entirety of his property, but his entire identity as
well.
In the story Walter tells, however, Sir Percival loses neither his property nor
his identity. Even in death, with his body badly burned, his personal property
reinforces who he is. (“The crest and the name of Sir Percival Glyde were engraved
inside [the dead man’s watch]” [534]). As far as Frederick Fairlie, Vincent Gilmore,
and everyone else in the story are concerned, Sir Percival dies as the legitimate owner
of his title and as the proprietor of Blackwater Park. For when Walter reads his
“narrative of the conspiracy” to the great assembly at Limmeridge, he describes the
conspiracy “in clear outline,” but dwells “only upon the pecuniary motive for it, in
order to avoid complicating [his] statement by unnecessary reference to Sir Percival’s
secret” (634). Walter does not want to dilute the evidence, and thus holds on to the
accomplice to a forgery: “In those days, the law was not so tender-hearted as I hear it
is now. Murderers were not the only people liable to be hanged.” (545)
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secret. The tenants of Limmeridge, as MacDonagh and Smith note, are in other words
“treated to an abridged version of The Woman and White itself.”24 In essence Walter
deletes the illegitimacy from one story (Sir Percival’s) in order to enhance and
legitimize the more important ones (Laura’s—and his own). Sir Percival is
remembered with his identity intact, while Laura’s name and property are returned. In
the end though, Walter does indeed get to tell his story—to us, the readers of
Collins’s sensational book.25

Count Fosco is obviously the other author in this novel against whom Walter is
writing. As the chief architect of the conspiracy, he is actually more the author of the
crime against Laura than Sir Percival is. Additionally, he is the author of the

24

MacDonagh and Smith, 280.
For more on the pointlessness of revealing Sir Percival’s secret, see the marvelous
passage wherein an overly pious Walter confesses that he could never have used the
secret to his advantage anyway: “Suppose he had lived—would that change of
circumstance have altered the result? Could I have made my discovery a marketable
commodity, even for Laura’s sake, after I had found out that robbery of the rights of
others was the essence of Sir Percival’s crime? Could I have offered the price of my
silence for his confession of the conspiracy, when the effect of that silence must have
been to keep the right heir from the estates, and the right owner from the name?
Impossible! If Sir Percival had lived, the discovery, from which (in my ignorance of
the true nature of the Secret) I had hoped so much, could not have been mine to
suppress, or to make public, as I thought best, for the vindication of Laura’s rights. In
common honesty and common honour I must have gone at once to the stranger whose
birthright had been usurped—I must have renounced the victory at the moment when
it was mine, by placing my discovery unreservedly in that stranger’s hands—and I
must have faced afresh all the difficulties which stood between me and the one object
of my life, exactly as I was resolved, in my heart of hearts, to face them now!” (539)

25
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magnificent confession that outlines the details of that crime. The Count’s account of
“what happened” is the primary document that Walter uses to establish the
illegitimacy of Laura’s death. (There are two others: Sir Percival’s letter to the Count,
dating his wife’s departure from Blackwater Park, and the entry from the coach
master’s order-book. Both indicate that Laura traveled to London on July 26th, 1850—
the day following the date on her supposed death certificate.)
The Count’s confession is a self-professed “remarkable document” that, like
Walter’s extended narrative in the Third Epoch, fills in the gaps left by the pages that
precede it. It contains the facts that both Walter and the reader require in order to
understand the intricacies of the conspiracy, and tells the story of Laura’s “murder”
with the conciseness of a serial part.
The Count walked to a writing-table near the window; opened
his desk, and took from it several quires of paper and a bundle of quill
pens. He scattered the pens about the table, so that they might lie ready
in all directions to be taken up when wanted, and then cut the paper
into a heap of narrow slips, of the form used by professional writers
for the press. “I shall make this a remarkable document,” he said,
looking at me over his shoulder. “Habits of literary composition are
perfectly familiar to me. One of the rarest of all the intellectual
accomplishments that a man can posses, is the grand faculty of
arranging his ideas. Immense privilege! I possess it. Do you?” (60708)
As Sutherland observes, this passage provides us with a vivid pen-picture of Collins
himself at work, writing against deadlines as a journalist and serial novelist.26 Like
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Sutherland, “Explanatory Notes,” 699.
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Collins, Fosco must step into the shoes a professional author here, and the gain this
time is not simply money (the recuperation of Madame Fosco’s £10,000 does not
figure into Walter’s bargain), but his freedom and his life. Walter may have arranged
his ideas with such grandeur that they can do nothing but convince the reader, but
Fosco, so this passage seems to suggest, possesses the “immense privilege” of being a
truly great storyteller. In a way, his last two words here—“Do you?”—are posed as a
kind of challenge to his adversary. Who, he seems to ask, can really weave the better
story? The professed motive behind all of Walter’s hard work, declared time and time
again, is “serving the cause of Laura and the cause of Truth” (606). The result is a
kind of bland, disimpassioned style that “this rather boring and stuffy young man”27
over-compensates for by assembling and contributing to a vivid and suspenseful
narrative. For Fosco, however, the motive behind writing seems to go beyond the
retention of property, saying what happened, or even saving his own life. Fosco,
unlike Percival, revels in the artistry of his forgery, passionately embracing his
authorship instead of disappearing from or denying it.
One wonders then, how much of Fosco’s story is truth, and how much of it is
fiction. Has Fosco really been “untrue to himself,” and allowed “nothing but [his]
fatal admiration for Marian [restrain him] from stepping into [his] own rescue”? (627)
Or has he allowed himself to get caught in order to “publish” the magnificent story

27

See note 9 above.
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that he obviously wants to tell?28 Would Fosco really not have used his “vast
resources in chemistry” to take Laura’s life if Anne Catherick hadn’t died? (628) The
great claim of his story is that he is not a murderer. (“I might have taken Lady
Glyde’s life. At immense personal sacrifice, I followed the dictates of my own
ingenuity, my own humanity, my own caution—and took her identity, instead.”
[628]) But did he expedite Anne Catherick’s death? And has he murdered others
before?29 And exactly who is “ISIDOR, OTTAVIO, BALDASSARE FOSCO; Count of
the Holy Roman Empire; Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Brazen Crown;
Perpetual Arch-Master of the Rosicrucian Masons of Mesopotamia; Attached (in
Honorary Capacities) to Societies Musical, Societies Medical, Societies
Philosophical, and Societies General Benevolent, throughout Europe; &c., &c., &c.”
(613-14), and who on earth gave him all those titles? The Rosicrucians and the
Musical and Medical Societies? Madame Fosco in the posthumous biography she
publishes? Walter? The Count himself? Is he a Count, and can one ever obtain the
28

The story, at least in the Count’s words, is never actually published, as Walter
interestingly does not include it amongst the documents he reads aloud to the
assembly at Limmeridge. See The Woman in White, 634.
29
In one of many readings of this novel, Sutherland suggests that the “poison plot” of
The Woman in White was directly influenced by the William Palmer trial—“not just
the crime sensation of 1856, but of the whole decade.” Fosco-like, Palmer was
apparently a brilliant mass-murderer who was convicted purely on circumstantial
evidence because no one could really prove what he had done. See John Sutherland,
“Wilkie Collins and the Origins of the Sensation Novel,” Dickens Studies Annual 20
(1991): 243-58. (The above quote appears on page 248.) The essay is reprinted as the
first half of a larger chapter in Victorian Fiction: Writers, Publishers, Readers
(Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) 28-54.
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real “truth” from the pen of such an author? The Woman in White answers none of
these questions, and so we will never know.
“I announced, on beginning it,” writes the Count, “that this narrative would be
a remarkable document. It has entirely answered my expectations” (629). Certainly,
by the time the Count had made this pronouncement in All the Year Round,30 the
document had also answered Collins’s expectations—and they were great. While the
reviewers tended to be prickly towards The Woman in White during and after its
publication,31 the larger reading public was consistently generous. According to Percy
Fitzgerald, The Woman in White was “one of [Dickens’s] greatest coups” as an editor:
it “did wonders for the magazine, and the weekly portions were read—‘devoured’
almost—with absorbing interest.”32 Ten days before the appearance of Count Fosco’s
grand confession, the three-volume edition of Collins’s novel had already sold out.
“Arrangement, revision, reading, from four to five,” writes the Count. “Short snooze
of restoration for myself, from five to six. Final preparations, from six to seven”
(608). Collins’s own “final preparations” for this number did not simply “stagger the
public into attention,” but immortalized both Collins the author, and the character
who, for many weeks, held that attention fast. If, as T. S. Eliot claims, The Woman in
30

25 August 1860. The 40th (and final) installment opens with the Count’s narrative.
31
See Sutherland, “Appendix A,” 654-55, and Page, 12-15.
32
Percy Hetherington Fitzgerald, Memories of Charles Dickens, With an Account of
“Household Words” and “All the Year Round” and of the Contributors Thereto
(Bristol: J. W. Arrowsmith; London: Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.,
1913) 203, 221-22. Quoted in Page, 13.
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White is Collins’s greatest creation because of Fosco,33 then it makes sense that
Fosco’s greatest creation (and fiction), is not his confession, but himself.

If Count Fosco and Sir Percival are the two main authors whom Walter must write
against, there is a third author in this book who is more Walter’s co-author than
adversary: Marian Halcombe. Though her apparent intentions for writing what she
writes are not the same as Walter’s (she records her story primarily as a diarist, and
not as someone with the more overt motive of “proving something”), Walter’s
inclusion of her as a “witness” in this story ultimately helps effect Walter’s overall
purpose—that of restoring Laura’s property and identity. As Walter’s co-author,
Marian contributes more pages of evidence to this story than any other narrator in the
book besides Walter (181—nearly one third of the novel). It is in fact a revisiting of
Marian’s journal that eventually leads Walter to deduce the Count’s weakness: “I
next returned to Marian’s journal at Blackwater Park . . . The considerations thus
presented to me in the diary . . . suggested a conclusion which I wondered I had not
arrived at before . . . the Count is a Spy!” (577-78).
Marian’s journal is such a convincing piece of evidence because her
ostensible motives for writing are so different from Walter’s (and Walter, as the
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“If The Woman in White is the greatest of Collins’s novels, it is so because of
[Fosco and Marian].” T. S. Eliot, “Wilkie Collins,” Selected Essays (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1950) 427.
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editor of these pages, knows this). Marian is deeply invested in recording the events
she observes for the stated purpose of accurately remembering them, rather than the
more pronounced objective of building an impervious case. (“In the perilous
uncertainty of our present situation,” she writes, “it is hard to say what future interests
may not depend upon the regularity of the entries in my journal, and upon the
reliability of my recollection at the time when I make them” [290]. And later, more
directly in line with Walter’s motives, she records that “Laura’s honour, Laura’s
happiness—Laura’s life itself—might depend on my quick ears, and my faithful
memory” [324]). Additionally, the manuscript of Marian’s testimony is something
completely unsolicited—an advantage it holds in terms of “legitimacy” over all of the
other contributions that Walter has assembled. No one has asked Marian to write
down these events, or to reflect retrospectively for the sake of proving a case. Rather,
Marian records events in her diary as they happen, dating each of her entries, which
sets them as contemporaneous with (or slightly later than) the time of her writing.
Such dating is in obvious contrast to the subsequent after-the-fact testimonies
solicited by Walter, and these diaristic—and one might even argue, legally sound—
elements together help portray Marian as the most legitimate and trustworthy author
in the book.
The book’s careful and often invisible arranger, our boring and stuffy Walter,
uses Marian’s legitimacy as a diarist to his great advantage. He sets up his co-author
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as an unquestionable professor of the “truth,” and additionally places her in the shared
role of prosecutor, allowing her to argue the case in his behalf. Take this passage for
instance, which Marian records in her journal after hearing the “truth” about Laura’s
marriage:
“How often,” she went on, “I have heard you laughing over
what you used to call your ‘poverty!’ how often you have made me
mock-speeches of congratulation on my wealth! Oh, Marian, never
laugh again. Thank God for your poverty—it has made you your own
mistress, and has saved you from the lot that has fallen on me.”
A sad beginning on the lips of a young wife!—sad in its quiet,
plain-spoken truth. The few days we had all passed together at
Blackwater Park, had been many enough to show me—to show any
one—what her husband had married her for. (262)
This is actually a conversation that Walter would like to recount, a conversation that
contains assertions that Walter himself would like to make. As the conductor,
arranger, and prosecutor of this case, he does recount the conversation and make
those assertions. But how much more effectively he does it by letting Marian speak in
her own words—by letting Marian tell us what the facts are from her “objective”
viewpoint as a diarist. But Marian’s viewpoint (like Walter’s) is of course necessarily
skewed by her own personal agenda—that of not simply recording what she knows
for the sake of retaining memory, but also for the purpose of shaping the perceptions
of those who might eventually read these words. When, towards the end of the First
Epoch she writes of Sir Percival, “In three words—how glibly my pen writes them!—
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in three words, I hate him” (194), we as readers must admit that at that point, we do
too.
Marian is a marvelous writer, and her journal artfully contains all the traits of
serial fiction. In this sense then, Marian is brought more into a co-authoring
partnership with Collins than with Walter, inhabiting the voice of an author who must
drive the reader on. The sense of immediacy—and danger—in the following
conversation between Fosco and Sir Percival, for example, is atypical of what one
would normally find in a common journal entry:
“The money has been raised, in the absence of your wife’s
signature, by means of bills at three months—raised at a cost that
makes my poverty-stricken foreign hair stand on end to think of it!
When the bills are due, is there really and truly no earthly way of
paying them but by the help of your wife?”
“None.”
“What! You have no money at the bankers!”
“A few hundreds, when I want as many thousands.”
“Have you no other security to borrow upon?”
“Not a shred.”
“What have you actually got with your wife, at the present
moment?”
“Nothing but the interest of her twenty thousand pounds—
barely enough to pay our daily expenses.”
“What do you expect from your wife?”
“Three thousand a year, when her uncle dies . . .”
“Is there nothing more that comes to you from your wife?”
“Nothing.”
“Absolutely nothing?”
“Absolutely nothing—except in case of her death.”
“Aha! In the case of her death. . . .”
“Well, Percival,” [the Count] said; “and, in the case of Lady
Glyde’s death, what do you get then?”
“If she leaves no children—”
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“Which she is likely to do?”
“Which she is not in the least likely to do—”
“Yes?”
“Why, then I get her twenty thousand pounds.”
“Paid down?”
“Paid down.” (332-33)
Marian is literally telling a story here (initially to herself, eventually for Walter, and
ultimately to us, the jurors in this case). She is using the techniques of modern fiction
to create characters, present dialog, and develop what Collins called the two main
elements in the attraction of all stories: “the interest of curiosity and the excitement of
surprise.”34 (A bit later in this conversation we learn that Anne Catherick is “just mad
enough to be shut up, and just sane enough to ruin [Sir Percival] when she’s at large”
[337]. More of the mystery is revealed and yet the secret remains undisclosed to the
reader—a sign of both Walter and Collins maintaining suspense via Marian.)
Marian’s entry is a real-time record of the conversation between Fosco and Sir
Percival verbatim, which places the reader (with Marian) in the very moment of its
occurrence. She produces not just a novelistic “scene,” full of the same immediacy
that a writer of fiction would provide, but also a document that can be used later as
evidence (or a “[weapon] of defence,” as she will momentarily refer to it [341]). Like
(and with) Walter, she is at once narrator of and character in her own story, and the
details of her story drive us on while simultaneously qualifying her writing as legally
valuable information.
34

Collins, “Preface” (1860) 646.
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Thus, Marian seems to be yet another reflection in this serial novelists’ hall of
mirrors—a writer whose fiction is disguised as the pure and “objective” truth of a
diarist. Like Walter, like Fosco, and like Collins himself, she has an important story
to tell. The importance of driving on that story is indeed so great, that she must race
against time to tell it.
I remember the persuasion settling itself in my mind that the words
those two men had said to each other, would furnish us, not only with
our justification for leaving the house, but with our weapons of
defence against them as well. I recall the impulse that awakened in me
to preserve those words in writing, exactly as they were spoken, while
the time was my own, and while my memory vividly retained them.
All this I remember plainly: there is no confusion in my head yet. The
coming in here from the bedroom, with my pen and ink and paper,
before sunrise—the sitting down at the widely opened window to get
all the air I could to cool me—the ceaseless writing, faster and faster,
hotter and hotter, driving on more and more wakefully, all through the
dreadful interval before the house was astir again—how clearly I recall
it, from the beginning by candlelight, to the end on the page before
this, in the sunshine of the new day! (341-42)
These words, from the eight o’clock journal entry for June 20th, are a testimony to the
importance of “preserving . . . words in writing, exactly as they were spoken”—words
that can (and will) later be summoned in a trial with very high stakes. She is racing
against time to meet a life-threatening, serial deadline, and records her entry before
falling unconscious sometime after nine. When she fails to complete her story,
another writer must step in.
NOTE

[At this place the entry in the Diary ceases to be legible. The two or
three lines which follow, contain fragments of words only, mingled
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with blots and scratches of the pen. The last marks on the paper bear
some resemblance to the first two letters (L and A) of the name of
Lady Glyde.
On the next page of the Diary, another entry appears. It is in a
man’s handwriting, large, bold, and firmly regular; and the date is
“June the 21st.” It contains these lines:]
The author of the above lines is none other than Walter Hartright, editing and now
annotating Marian’s diary in a rare instance of interruption. Here Walter takes the
reins, but only briefly, since his annotation quickly gives way to the remarkable
“POSTSCRIPT BY A SINCERE FRIEND.” Fosco’s written meditation on Marian’s diary
is, as Peter Brooks has observed, an important moment of reversal “in which our
readerly intimacy with Marian is violated, our act of reading adulterated by profane
eyes, made secondary to the villain’s reading and indeed dependent on his
permission.”35 But this forceful entry, both a violation of our intimacy with the writer
and a violation of her own privacy, is also a validation of Marian’s writing, since
Fosco’s own annotations here are concerned with confirming his “magnificent
Marian[’s]” authorial talents (343).36 “The presentation of my own character,” he
writes, “is masterly in the extreme. I certify, with my whole heart, to the fidelity of
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Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984)
169.
36
Miller famously discusses the violation as a “virtual rape.” See Miller, 162-64.
Sundeep Bisla, who is quite critical of Miller, reads it (and the novel) as much
more—the literal theft of a text that represents Collins’s anxieties about the piracy of
his works by mid-nineteenth-century American publishers. See Sundeep Bisla,
“Copy-Book Morals: The Woman in White and Publishing History,” Dickens Studies
Annual 28 (1999): 103-49.
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the portrait” (343). And then again, a few paragraphs later, he bears witness to “the
marvelous accuracy of her report of the whole conversation [with Sir Percival] from
its beginning to its end” (344). Like Dickens’s “postscript” to A Tale of Two Cities,
Fosco’s announcement legitimizes the lengthy story that immediately precedes it, and
demonstrates that Marian has indeed succeeded in “selling” her story to her most
discriminating reader. In a strange moment of accidental common motive, Walter and
Fosco actually come together here as two editors with the same objective: to
legitimize Marian as an author, and proclaim her one of the greatest and most
trustworthy writers that either of them has ever read.37
Marian, though, eventually climbs out of this somewhat messy ménage à trois
of serial novelists, for it is Marian who ends the story. Or rather she ends the story as
much as her editor Walter Hartright is willing to let her end it.
“Child!” she exclaimed, with all her easy gaiety of old times.
“Do you talk in that familiar manner of one of the landed gentry of
England? Are you aware, when I present this illustrious baby to your
notice in whose presence you stand? Evidently not! Let me make two
eminent personages known to one another. Mr. Walter Hartright—the
Heir of Limmeridge.”
So she spoke. In writing those last words, I have written all. The pen
falters in my hand; the long, happy labour of many months is over!
Marian was the good angel of our lives—let Marian end our Story.
(643)

37

Kendrick also notes that “there is an odd alliance between the hero of the novel and
its villain: Hartright’s arrangement of narratives contains as many misleading
analogies and false metaphors as Fosco’s conspiracy.” Kendrick, 84-85.
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It has been quite a journey for Walter Hartright, who, at the beginning of this story
was completely “out of money” (6), and in dire need of the position that brings him to
Limmeridge House in the first place. Now, after having “written all,” he is father to
“one of the landed gentry of England,” and husband to the woman who, still living,
holds that inheritance herself. (Or might Walter be the landed heir himself? The dash
that separates “Mr. Walter Hartright” from “The Heir of Limmeridge” at the end
leaves open the possibility for apposition rather than an opposing father and son.)
Despite his repeated claims throughout this novel that he has no interest in his wife’s
financial affairs (“There shall be no money-motive . . . no idea of personal advantage,
in the service I mean to render to Lady Glyde” [454]), one can’t help but observe that
as a husband with legal rights to her property under common law (there was, after all,
no settlement drawn up at the time of their marriage), he can’t be entirely
disinterested. Although Hartright presents his narrative as the story of the process by
which Laura’s identity is restored to her, “it is in fact the story of how she takes on a
different identity—that of Mrs. Walter Hartright, the wife and dependent of a
prosperous artist, and the mother of the male heir of Limmeridge House.”38 With
Marian’s help as his co-author, he has secured not just Laura’s property, but also his
own, all in the name of having served “the cause of Laura and the cause of Truth”
(606). Of course, as Matthew Sweet has noted, “these papers might be the self-

38

Pykett, Wilkie Collins, 133.
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justifying trickery of their editor, the middle-class upstart drawing master who, by the
book’s conclusion, has his feet comfortably under the table at Limmeridge.”39 But
whatever Walter’s true motive, his narrative “cause” has been self-righteously served
by the end of the novel, and his self-professed obsession with publishing the “truth”
interestingly recalls a sentence from his fellow editor Fosco’s remarkable
POSTSCRIPT:

“The sentiments which animate my heart assure me that the lines I have

just written express a Profound Truth” (343). During the “long, happy labour of [the]
many months” that we’ve been reading, Walter’s heart, too, may have been animated
by much sentiment; but for the husband of an heiress and the father of the Heir of
Limmeridge, it is vital that the profound truth also be a legal one.

39

Matthew Sweet, introduction, The Woman in White, by Wilkie Collins, ed. Matthew
Sweet (London: Penguin Books, 2003) xxxi. Perkins and Donaghy also read Walter
as a manipulative narrator who’s deliberately concealing a “hidden agenda.” For
Perkins and Donaghy, the rights to property that Walter so earnestly defends
encompass the right to own women as well: “Ultimately, and rather disturbingly,
Walter’s quest to restore Laura’s identity becomes inextricably entangled with his
attempt to dispossess Sir Percival of lands and wife in order to claim the latter, at
least, for himself.” Pamela Perkins and Mary Donaghy, “A Man’s Resolution:
Narrative Strategies in Wilkie Collins’ The Woman in White,” Studies in the Novel
22.4 (Winter 1990): 400. In the most sinister of readings, Carolyn Dever recognizes
that The Woman in White leaves open the possibility that Laura Fairlie did in fact die.
“If this is the case,” Dever writes, “then the ‘Laura’ whom Walter marries is really
Anne Catherick. If so, Marian and Walter have fiendishly reversed the sensation plot,
using Anne in order to get their hands on the dead Laura’s considerable property.”
Carolyn Dever, “The Marriage Plot and its Alternatives,” The Cambridge Companion
to Wilkie Collins, ed. Jenny Bourne Taylor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2006) 123, n. 3.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Collins at the Top of the Tree

By the time Walter Hartright had concluded his narrative in the 25 August 1860 issue
of All the Year Round, Wilkie Collins had also without question established himself
as a legitimate author. While the amount that Collins initially received for The
Woman in White is not recorded,1 the novel’s extraordinary reception by the public
must have been in and of itself a kind of wonderful payment. This stirring, electric,
addictive tale of legitimacy and illegitimacy had reportedly not just steadied but
raised the circulation of Dickens’s journal at a time when All the Year Round
inopportunely faced stiff competition (most notably from George Smith’s new
monthly Cornhill Magazine, which had launched directly in the middle of The
Woman in White’s run [January 1860]2). Collins, to quote Dickens’s earlier words,
had truly answered the call to that “same art of fiction,” and after the long happy
labour of many months (and years) was over, it seems that he had, like his resolute
creation Walter Hartright, made the strongest of cases for his own legitimacy as an
author.

1

Sutherland notes that “it was probably about the same as the £25 a week that
Charles Reade got a couple of years later for Very Hard Cash.” Ultimately this would
have yielded Collins £1000 in addition to his 6 guinea weekly salary. Sutherland,
“Appendix A,” 648.
2
Sutherland, “Appendix A,” 654.
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For Collins, as we have seen, that sense of authorial legitimacy—in both his
fiction and in his professional life—was inextricably bound up with corresponding
financial gain; and for this reason it is safe to say that The Woman in White is the
novel that made all of his professional dreams come true. As early as January of
1860, with only a quarter of The Woman in White out to the public, Collins was
already negotiating a handsome book deal for the three-volume publication. Both
George Smith and Sampson Low had expressed interest in publishing Collins’s novel
in volume form, and as of 11 January Collins had yet to choose his publisher. He
wrote letters—practically identical in content—to both publishers, telling each that
another party was already interested, and that the existing offer on the table stood
thus: “The right of reprinting the book to be purchased by the publisher for a term of
three years only, and the form of the reprint to be limited to three volumes post 8vo of
the usual library size and price. The book to be published, if it is so desired, in the
same week on which the last number of the story appears in All The Year Round.”3
Collins in fact had no firm offer of any kind from either publisher, but played as if he
did in order to coax along Smith and Low simultaneously. (It’s interesting to think
about how Collins’s corner-backing antics here again parallel those of Walter
Hartright’s “negotiations” with Fosco.) Smith, who had not actually read any of
Collins’s novel, responded with a £500 offer for the outright copyright of the book,
3

To Sampson Low, 11 January 1860. Public I, 187. See also To Smith, Elder & Co.,
11 January 1860. Public I, 188.
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rather than the three-year lease agreement that Collins had proposed.4 Collins astutely
refused the offer and went with Sampson Low (though we don’t know for exactly
how much), who probably courted Collins by agreeing to split the profits for
successive printings.5 George Smith’s own words testify to the degree of his
subsequent regret: “My life was crowded with so many, and such diverse interests,”
he later wrote, “that not seldom in publishing matters I had to decide things in what
may be called a happy-go-lucky manner; and sometimes this cost me dearly.”
On receiving Wilkie Collins’ letter . . . I asked three or four of my
clerks if they had read the tale, but none of them knew anything about
it. Wilkie Collins had asked for an early decision; I had to go out to
dinner that night, and I dictated a hasty note, making him an offer of
£500, and told my clerk to send the letter off.
The lady sitting beside me at dinner that night was a bright and
lively talker, and she somewhat startled me by asking, “Have you read
that wonderful book ‘The Woman in White’?” I said, “No, have you?”
“Oh, yes!” she said, “everybody is raving about it. We talk ‘Woman in
White’ from morning till night!” If I had heard that piece of gossip a
couple of hours earlier, it would have multiplied my offer to Wilkie
Collins five-fold.
I went to town earlier than usual next morning, and asked
directly I reached my office, “Have you sent that letter to Mr. Wilkie
Collins?” “Yes,” was the reply; “You said you wanted it sent quickly
and it was delivered by hand.” If my offer had been multiplied tenfold
I should have made a large sum by the transaction; but my hasty

4

See To Smith, Elder & Co., 13 January 1860. Baker and Clarke I, 181.
The conjecture is Sutherland’s. See “Appendix A,” 654. It might be that the offer
from Sampson Low was equal to that of George Smith’s £500 offer, with the threeyear lease agreement intact. Collins’s later citation of having earned £1400 by
September 1860 (see below) suggests that there was probably additional remuneration
as the result of dramatic sales.
5
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original offer cost me the pleasure and profit of publishing “The
Woman in White.”6
A year-and-half-later, Smith would in fact increase his offer tenfold (for Armadale in
July of 1861), but until then, Sampson Low would enjoy his own portion of The
Woman in White’s profits. The first printing of 1,000 copies sold out on publication
day (entirely gobbled up by the libraries at the expensive 31s. 6d. price7), and an
additional 350 copies of the second edition were sold during the following week.8
Less than a month after the publication of the three-volume novel, Collins recorded
having made £1400 from his book (a figure which Sutherland notes was probably
above and beyond his All the Year Round payments).9 “Cock-a-doodle-doo!” he
crowed to his mother. “The critics may go to the devil—they are at the book still as I
hear, but I see no reviews. Low talks already of dealing for cheaper editions—but we
have settled nothing yet, for when I last heard of it, the Sale of the book in the
expensive form was going on.”10 Collins celebrated his new successes with a trip to

6

Leonard Huxley, The House of Smith, Elder (London: William Clowes and Sons,
1923). 152-53.
7
Peters notes that Sampson Low stood firm on this price, which was normally
discounted for the circulating libraries buying in large volume. See Peters, 232.
8
See To Harriet Collins, 22 August 1860. Public I, 209.
9
See Sutherland, “Appendix A,” 654.
10
To Harriet Collins, 12 September 1860. Baker and Clarke I, 188. The success of
The Woman in White had brought on a rush of proposals for the republication of
Collins’s earlier novels. (It was in fact shortly after this time that Bentley reissued
Rambles Beyond Railways, to which he still held the copyright.) Collins eventually
agreed to sell Sampson Low a six-year lease of the copyrights on those titles that
were available, and Low did begin publishing a “Cheap and Uniform Edition” of
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Paris—“and first class all the way, with my own sitting room at the best hotel when I
get there—and every other luxury that the Capital of the civilized world can afford.”11
If the three-volume edition of The Woman in White proved to be a
legitimizing landmark in Collins’s career, then the publication of the single-volume
“cheap” edition in April of 1861 was that and much more. “The cheap edition of that
eternal Woman In White promises to beat everything we have done yet,” Collins
wrote to Charles Ward. “We start with 10,000 copies and Low expects to sell 50,000
before we have done! . . . We publish on Chimney-Sweepers’ Day, price 6/.”12 As
Peters notes, the 6s. price was a bargain compared with the one-and-a-half-guinea
first edition in three volumes.13 Such a bargain would surely go over well with the
public, and bring in the exorbitant profits that Collins so eagerly sought. But this time
the bargain would include more than just the story that was still being discussed
passionately in dining rooms across England, Europe, and America. The one-volume
cheap edition contained a portrait of the author, tipped in before a new engraved
frontispiece by John Gilbert. The portrait (Figure 7), taken by Cundall and Downes of
New Bond Street, was the first picture of Collins to be distributed to a mass market,
Collins’s work in 1861. (The edition eventually included seven titles, and extended to
1864.) See Peters, 232. See also To Sampson Low & Co., 21 November 1860. Public
I, 216-17.
11
To Harriet Collins, 3 October 1860. Public I, 212. Apparently, Collins also took
Caroline with him on this trip, though there is characteristically no mention of her in
his letter to his mother. See Peters, 233.
12
To Charles Ward, 16 April 1861. Public I, 230.
13
Peters, 234.
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Figure 7. Variant of Cundall and Downes portrait of Collins
for the 1861 single-volume edition of The Woman in White
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and it was distributed so much with the wide-scale sale of the novel that Collins had
to sit for successive portraits on numerous occasions. (“I have had to sit again,” he
wrote in that same letter to Charles Ward [before the cheap edition was even
released], “for the photographs can’t keep up with us.” And three years later he would
still be complaining to his mother: “I must sit again to Cundall and Downes. All the
‘negatives’ of the photographic portraits in The Woman in White are exhausted by
the large sale.”14) No “Nickleby” Dickens in posture or visage, Collins appears
somewhat stiff and even uncomfortable in most of this marketing stunt’s variants.15 It
might have been that his slight facial deformities (particularly the infamous
protrusion of his forehead, which he later described as “all out of drawing”16) were of
concern at this as yet early stage in his experience with photography. Or it might be
that Collins, known for his Bohemianism and loose morals amongst his intimates,
was trying too hard for an acceptable bearing of respectability. Whatever the case, the
portrait (and signature) boldly declare Collins as the author—and owner—of The

14

To Harriet Collins, 8 January 1864. Baker and Clarke, 241-42.
For a gallery of portrait variants, see Paul Lewis’s website at
www.wilkiecollins.com.
16
Collins accused nature of being a “bad artist.” Daily Telegraph, 24 September
1889, 3. Quoted in Dorothy L. Sayers, Wilkie Collins: A Critical and Biographical
Study, ed. E. R. Gregory (Toledo: The Friends of the University of Toledo Libraries,
1977) 62. Pertinent to this quotation, Sayers briefly discusses the 1850 Millais portrait
of Collins.
15
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Woman in White. As with Dickens and the copyright for Nicholas Nickleby, the
literary property here now and forever belonged exclusively to the pictured writer.17
In addition to the Cundall and Downes portrait, the 1861 single-volume
edition of The Woman in White contained a new preface that was, not unlike the
portrait, a declaration of the author’s legitimacy. The rewritten preface is perhaps
even more of a legitimizing text than the story of The Woman in White itself, for it is
in the preface that Collins speaks in his own voice, defending the legitimacy—and in
particular the legality—of his authorship. Collins has three main objectives in this
preface: 1) To declare that “the primary object of a work of fiction should be to tell a
story,” and to associate the task of telling a story with the development of character

17

It is worth noting that the demand for Collins’s portrait was great enough to
warrant the sale of a full-length portrait apart from the book. In February of 1861, 2
months before the appearance of the single-volume edition of The Woman in White,
Herbert Watkins (also a photographer of Dickens), wrote to Collins asking if he could
take a full-length picture for sale. Collins’s reply clearly demonstrates his awareness
of the value of his newfound celebrity: “I have seen my publishers to-day, and have
put the question about my portrait to them. They are decidedly of opinion that the
sale, at present of any photographic likeness of me will interfere with the effect which
they hope to produce by publishing my portrait in the forthcoming edition of “The
Woman In White.” / Under these circumstances—as it is certainly my interest, with a
view to the future, that my publishers should not lose by me—I have no alternative
but to ask you, not to abandon your idea of publishing my portrait, but only to defer it
for a short time. Within a month from the publication of the edition (which is now in
press) I have arranged, in your interests, that I should be free to sit to you for a ‘full
length.’ The portrait alone, will always command a sale by being necessarily cheaper
than the portrait and the book together—and I will take care that no one else produces
an opposition ‘full length’ by declining all other proposals.” To Herbert Watkins, 18
February 1861. Public I, 224-25. The full-length portraits were produced (and
probably sold) in June. See To Herbert Watkins, 12 June 1861. Public I, 237.
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(“It may be possible, in novel-writing, to present characters successfully without
telling a story; but it is not possible to tell a story successfully without presenting
characters: their existence, as recognizable realities, being the sole condition on
which the story can be effectively told”18); 2) to defend himself against attacks
regarding the accuracy of legal situations in the book (already discussed above—see
Chapter 6 note 15); and 3) to announce that the single-volume 1861 edition of The
Woman in White produces a text free of the chronological errors found in All the Year
Round—errors that Collins had failed to correct for the first book edition in three
volumes (“I have endeavoured, by careful correction and revision, to make my story
as worthy as I could of a continuance of the public approval. Certain technical errors
which had escaped me while I was writing the book are here rectified.”19) All three of

18

Collins, “Preface” (1861) 4.
Ibid. 3. For a full and detailed discussion of this issue, see John Sutherland,
“Appendix C: The Chronology of The Woman in White,” The Woman in White, by
Wilkie Collins, ed. John Sutherland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 662-68.
In his Times review of 30 October 1860, E. S. Dallas had pointed out that in All the
Year Round and the three-volume edition of The Woman in White, Collins had
introduced serious mistakes into the chronology of his story. In these texts, Anne
Catherick dies on 28 July in London, before Laura Fairlie arrives from Blackwater
Park on 29 July. Dallas (while respecting Collins’s public request not to give away
the plot) goes on to say: “If we dare trespass upon details after the author’s solemn
injunction, we could easily show that Lady Glyde could not have left BlackwaterPark before the 9th or 10th of August. Anybody who reads the story, and who counts
the days from the conclusion of Miss Halcombe’s diary, can verify the calculation for
himself. He will find that the London physician did not pay his visit till the 31st of
July, that Dawson was not dismissed till the 3d. of August, and that the servants were
not dismissed till the following day. The significance of these dates will be clear to all
19
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these objectives, but particularly the last two, reveal the anxiety of an author who is
keenly aware of the public’s constant assessment. It is as if Collins needs to provide
yet another closing argument, letting the reader hear it one final time, “As the Judge
might once have heard it.” This preface is a kind of monument to Collins’s authorial
legitimacy, declaring to all readers that his book is chronologically and legally sound.
There is a fourth objective to the 1861 preface, however, that is not as
apparent as the more obvious three, and that is the situating of the author himself in a
particular time and at a particular place. Collins signs the preface “Harley Street,
London, February 1861”—the residence to which he had moved from 2a New
Cavendish Street the previous March. Like Dickens, who signed and dated many of
his early prefaces with “Devonshire Terrace” after he had “moved up” from Doughty
Street, Collins indicates that he is writing from a specific neighborhood here—a
fashionable street in Marylebone that in the early 1860’s was beginning to gain
notoriety for its concentration of elite physicians.20 The neighborhood in general, but
the street in particular, would have indicated both middle-class respectability and
professionalism to Collins’s “very large circle of readers.” (The Harley Street address
at which Collins was living [number 12] actually belonged to his dentist, George
Gregson, from whom he let rooms.) Collins’s relocation was a definitive move up
who have read the story. They render the last volume a mockery, a delusion, and a
snare.” Quoted in Sutherland, “Appendix C,” 662.
20
See John Crawford Adams, Harley Street: A brief history, with notes on nearby
Regent’s Park (London: The Royal Society of Medicine Press, 2008) 31-35.
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from his previous quarters—“I have got better lodgings than I had in New Cavendish
Street,” he wrote in May of 186021—and William Gladstone himself, in between his
first and second terms as Prime Minister, would eventually take up residence a few
blocks down at number 73. To be sure, The Woman in White had not only ushered
Walter Hartright into Limmeridge House, but had also given Collins the means to pay
the £27-10s. quarterly rent for his own exceptional lodgings.22
But the address is extremely significant for one other reason, since it is here
that Collins lived, openly and unmarried, with his lifelong partner Caroline Graves
and her eight-year-old daughter, Harriet. (The three had also been living at 2a New
Cavendish St. together, and it has been suggested that the move may have resulted
over disagreements with the landlord regarding Collins’s untraditional lifestyle.23)
What little is known of Caroline Graves (whose real name was Elizabeth) is outlined
by Catherine Peters in her Collins biography. Caroline’s background, Peters notes,
was poor but not disreputable.
21

To [George Samuel] Gregory, 25 May 1860. Public I, 197.
Paul Lewis, personal communication. The figure comes from Lewis’s unpublished
transcription of Collins’s accounts at Coutts & Co. Law notes that throughout the
1850s, Collins had continued to share an account at Coutts with his mother and
brother, but that “the flow of income from The Woman in White . . . prompted him to
open a personal account at Coutts Bank for the first time.” Graham Law, “The
Professional Writer and the Literary Marketplace,” The Cambridge Companion to
Wilkie Collins, ed. Jenny Bourne Taylor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2006) 98 and 110, n. 3.
23
Paul Lewis, personal communication. See also To W. H. Wills, 15 August 1859.
Public I, 180: “Have you a house to let? I am at mortal enmity with my London
landlord, and am resolved to leave him.”
22
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She later went in for thorough-going self-aggrandizement, claiming in
official documents that her husband, George Robert Graves, was either
“of independent means” or an army officer, and that she was the
daughter of a gentleman, John Courtenay, and was born in
Cheltenham. In reality she was the daughter of John Compton, a
carpenter, and his wife Sarah, who lived at Toddington, near
Cheltenham. Elizabeth Compton moved to Bath, where on 30 March
1850, she married George Robert Graves, described variously as
“accountant,” “shorthand writer” and “solicitor’s clerk,” at Walcot
Parish Church.24
It appears that Caroline was a fiction writer too, with her own legitimizing agenda. At
some point after her husband died in January 1852, she moved to London where her
name surfaces in the 1853 London Post Office Directory. She was later joined by her
mother-in-law, Mary Ann Graves, who is listed in the 1855 Trades Directory as
keeping a tobacconist’s shop in Hertford Street, Fitzroy Square. Elizabeth is also
listed in the 1856 and 1857 Directories; and while Mary Ann is still in the 1858
Directory, Elizabeth Graves disappears for good, probably because she had begun to
live with Collins, and was being kept by him.25 Peters conjectures that it might have
been Collins himself who christened Elizabeth “Caroline.” “He always referred to her
thus,” Peters writes, “and she adopted the name, using it in official documents, but
one of the books from Wilkie’s library sold after his death was signed in pencil
‘Lizzie Collins’.”26
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Peters, 192.
Ibid. 193.
26
Ibid. 191.
25
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At Harley Street, Caroline was known as “Mrs. Collins,” perhaps to avoid
causing embarrassment to or difficulties with the new landlord, and for the 1861
census, Collins marked Caroline down as his “wife,” and himself as a “married
lodger,” who was also a barrister and an author.27 Caroline’s daughter Harriet was
likewise passed off as a young servant known as “Carrie”.28 For Collins these
untruths were paradoxically an ultimate act of legitimacy, for unlike Laura Fairlie,
whose imposed false identity renders her “Socially, morally, legally—dead” (421),
Caroline and her daughter are socially, morally, and legally brought to life by
Collins’s fictional testimony—at least as far as public appearances were concerned.
Collins, however, did not maintain the fiction of his marital status in every circle. “To
his male friends,” notes Lyn Pykett, “he openly acknowledged Caroline’s place in his
life, and she began to act as hostess at informal and convivial dinners for them, and
later, to accompany him on trips in England and on the Continent . . . The fictional
identity of Caroline’s daughter . . . was also quickly dropped. He described Carrie as
his godchild, treated her as an adopted child, and paid for her education.”29 As for the
respectable Dickens, he avoided discussing the matter with Collins altogether. “He
has made his rooms in Harley Street very handsome and comfortable,” Dickens

27

“Chronology of William Wilkie Collins’ Life.” Baker and Clarke I, xxxix.
Pykett, Wilkie Collins, 17. Dickens humorously referred to her as “The Butler.” See
To Wilkie Collins, 16 September 1859. Pilgrim IX, 123; and To Wilkie Collins, 24
October 1860. Pilgrim IX, 331.
29
Pykett, Wilkie Collins, 17.
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observed. “We never speak of the (female) skeleton in that house and I therefore have
not the least idea of the state of his mind on the subject. I hope it does not run in any
matrimonial groove. I can imagine similar cases in which that end is well and wisely
put to the difficulty. But I can not imagine any good coming of such an end in this
instance.”30 The truth was that Caroline Graves functioned admirably for Collins as a
common-law wife rather than a disreputable mistress—a situation that Dickens must
have to some degree realized was very different from his carefully guarded secret life
with Ellen Ternan.31 When Collins’s brother Charlie married Kate Dickens at Gad’s
Hill on 17 July 1860, Collins respected Victorian convention (and Dickens) by
attending the wedding as a bachelor; but like his resolute hero Walter Hartright, he
was still determined to write his own story against both the “villain” of Victorian
morality and his chief literary rival. His participation in the 1861 census was in fact
the rewriting of a story that Dickens and so many others refused to read.
Pykett argues that Collins’s move to Harley Street marked the end of his
apprenticeship in life and letters. “For the first time Collins became quite independent
of his mother . . . [and] his arrangement with Caroline provided him with a secure
base from which to pursue his increasingly successful career as a novelist.”32
“Increasingly” is the perfect modifier to describe Collins’s successful career at this

30

To Mrs. Nash, 5 March 1861. Pilgrim IX, 388-89.
Peters, 201.
32
Pykett, Wilkie Collins, 18.
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time, for with the move to Harley Street in March of 1860, and the completion of The
Woman in White in August of the same year, Collins had placed himself on an
upward trajectory that would lead him straight into his much sought-after literary
ether. On 7 August 1860, he renewed his engagement with All the Year Round for
two years at seven guineas a week (another rise in salary), and agreed to write one
serial story of about the same length as The Woman in White—“the copyright of that
story, on the completion of its periodical publication, to be my property”—in
exchange for an “additional remuneration equivalent to one eighth share of the whole
annual profits of All The Year Round.”33 It was a profitable negotiation to be sure,
but one that Collins was already on the verge of outgrowing. Less than a year later,
with the single-volume edition of The Woman in White and the author’s portrait in
circulation, George Smith would finally multiply the offer he had so hastily made for
Collins’s book the previous year. The offer—£5000 for an as yet unnamed work of
fiction (eventually Armadale) to be published serially—gave Collins the ability to
leave his staff position at All the Year Round, and, astonishingly, put him on equal
financial footing with the conductor of that journal. The letter to his mother of 31 July
1861 is one of the most entertaining and dramatic in all of Collins’s correspondence.

33

To Charles Dickens, 7 August 1860. Baker and Clarke I, 185. This information
comes from a rare surviving letter to Dickens that essentially acted as Collins’s handwritten contract with his editor. Collins also negotiated “five unoccupied months”
away from All the Year Round to begin writing his story.
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First, Smith and Elder have bought me away from All The
Year Round under circumstances which in Dickens’s opinion amply
justify me in leaving. The said Smith and Elder offer me (in writing)
for a work of fiction a little longer than The Woman in White—which
work of fiction is to follow the story I am now going to write for “All
The Year Round”—the sum of
FIVE THOUSAND POUNDS
!!!!!!
Ha! ha! ha!
=
Five thousand pounds, for nine months or, at most a year’s work—
nobody but Dickens has made as much.
I am giving Low, as a mere formality, the right of bidding for
this future new book, without (of course) telling him the sum I am
offered. He is certain not to approach the amount which Smith and
Elder propose—so the affair is (if all goes well) as good as settled.
The Story I am going to write for All The Year Round will be
bid for by three other publishers—and Smith and Elder will again
outbid them to get it. The second story to follow—namely, the Five
thousand pounder,—will in all probability be published as a separate
serial work. So I now stand committed (if I can manage it) to a work of
fiction to be published (after appearing in All The Year Round) as a
book in 1862, and to another book of fiction to be published as a
separate serial story, in 1863 & 4—So that, if I live and keep my
brains in good working order, I shall have got to the top of the tree,
after all, before forty.34
The top of that tree was not simply financial, for as Peters notes, “the Cornhill was
deliberately designed to attract a more discriminating readership than Dickens’
34

To Harriet Collins, 31 July 1861. Baker and Clarke I, 197. See also To Charles
Ward, 22 August 1861. Baker and Clarke I, 200: “After this book is done, I leave
(with Dickens’s full approval) “All The Year Round”. Smith and Elder have signed
agreements to give me Five Thousand Pounds, for the copyright of a new work, to
follow the story I am now beginning and to be published either as a separate serial, or
in the Cornhill magazine, as they please. No living novelist (except Dickens) has had
such an offer as this for one book.”
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weeklies.”35 For Collins, despite the sometimes harsh words from his reviewers,
financial reward and artistic vindication now came hand-in-hand. Walter Hartright’s
son might have become the fictional Heir of Limmeridge, but it was Collins who
became the real heir (or, as stated earlier, perhaps even usurper) of Dickens’s literary
throne.
Collins left All the Year Round in January of 1862,36 already at work on his
new serial for Dickens (No Name), which would begin appearing that March. Like his
elder hero, he now no longer needed to labor as a journalist to earn his living.
Arguably he had surpassed his hero in terms of popularity, at least for the moment,
and in a move that was all too appropriate and perhaps expected, Collins (with
Caroline) rented Fort House at Broadstairs from July to October of 1862. This was
the eccentric, crenellated house on a bluff that Dickens and his family had occupied
for two long summers during 1850 and 1851, and where Dickens had himself written
much of his own “favorite child,” David Copperfield. In the summer of 1852,
35

Peters, 236.
See To Wilkie Collins, [5] January 1862. Pilgrim X, 5. Lillian Nayder writes
eloquently about the collaborative work between Collins and Dickens, as well as
Dickens’s legitimizing influence over Collins, arguing that Collins’s departure from
All the Year Round was about more than the younger author’s skyrocketing success.
“[The] ground for Collins’s departure from Dickens’s staff was laid, in part, by the
differences in opinion and aim that inform their collaborations to that point, and by
Collins’s growing reluctance to accept the role of ‘right hand’ man in fictions casting
Dickens as the authority figure.” Lillian Nayder, Unequal Partners: Charles Dickens,
Wilkie Collins, and Victorian Authorship (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2002)
131. See especially Chapter 5, “‘No Thoroughfare’: The Problem of Illegitimacy,”
129-62.
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Dickens sent a letter to Fort House—“the house of houses”37—praising Collins for his
work on No Name, which was still appearing in the pages of All the Year Round.
I have gone through the Second volume at a Sitting, and I find it
wonderfully fine. It goes on with an ever-rising power and force in it
that fills me with admiration. It is as far before and beyond The
Woman in White, as that was beyond the wretched common level of
fiction-writing . . . I cannot tell you with what a strange dash of pride
as well as pleasure I read the great results of your hard work. Because,
as you know, I was certain from the Basil days that you were the
writer who would come ahead of all the Field . . .”38
Collins was understandably pleased; the imprimatur of authorial legitimacy had
come, undeniably, from the master himself. “If I was the vainest man alive,” Collins
wrote to his mother, “I could not have written of the book or thought of the book,
what he has written and thought of it.”39 But Collins, now in the same league—and
lodgings—as Dickens required the approval of his conductor much less than in
previous years. He now not only had the “marked favour” of an adoring and
voracious reading public, but also the highly-prized foundations of his copyrights,
built from the marketable cornerstone that was The Woman in White. “I have only
today completed the sale of the copyright of ‘No Name,’” he wrote to his mother
from Fort House, likely overlooking the same ocean view that Dickens had once
enjoyed. “Low has outbidden everybody—and has offered the most liberal price that
has ever been given for the reprinting of a work already published periodically—no
37

See To Wilkie Collins, 20 July 1862. Pilgirm X, 109.
To Wilkie Collins, 20 September 1862. Pilgrim X, 128.
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less a sum than Three Thousand Pounds!! Add to this, the receipts from ‘All The
Year Round’ and from America, and the amount reaches Four thousand, six hundred.
Not so bad, for story-telling!”40
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To Harriet Collins, 12 August 1862. Baker and Clarke I, 210.
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